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From the Desk of the Editors,
August 16, 2012
5:14am

As Summer 2012 draws to a close, we are pleased to present to you the 2012 2nd
half Yearbook! We hope this yearbook will keep the memories of this amazing Summer,
alive throughout the year. Thank you to all the amazing Counselors who handed in their
bunk articles. Sorry for the constant pressure, we really appreciate it. Thanks to the
Generals for handing in your “in-generals”, we know how tired you guys were, and are
really thankful for it.
We are extremely grateful to Meir Frischman for making this Summer a great one.
Thank you also for giving us the opportunity to publish this epic yearbook. Your advice and
encouragement made this yearbook a success.
Special thanks to Eli Serebrowski for setting up our office with two networked computers, we could not have done it without you. Thanks to Sasson Gross who spent hours
upon hours typing, you saved us.
Rabbis Karfiol and Neiman made this Summer a memorable one. Thank you
Rabbi Feuer for everything. We would also like to express our gratitude to the most
amazing head staff in the Mountains: Rabbis Wolf, Kaufman, Friedman, Herbstman,
Kaplan and Schilit, for giving all of us such an amazing Summer. We want to express our
appreciation to Shimshy Brecher and Shlomo Tepper for their enthusiastic assistance.
Thanks to Tzvi Liberman for devoting so much of your time to this project. From
taking the bunk pictures, creating the collages, and sitting through the entire Grand Sing
(despite the computer crashing) you made this yearbook a reality.
A massive thanks goes to the office staff, Mrs. Rand and Mrs. Nockenofsky, who
were always available whenever we needed assistance. and Thank you to Shmuli Bienenstock and Chaim Koplowitz for helping out with the features section, it came out great.
Thanks to all those who lent us their cameras for taking the bunk pictures, and the pictures
for the collages.
Thanks to the off-day ‘chevra’ for a pumping time; you guys are amazing! I’d like to
express my appreciation to Yossi Gold the most awesome co-counselor in in camp, who
literally did not stop working the entire second half.
To the guys in my bunk -- you guys were unbelievably awesome; it was a great
experience being your Counselor! There’s not enough room to add all of your names, but
each and every one of you combined made our bunk the greatest in the Jr. Lodge.
Have an awesome year! See you all next summer!

Zvi Greenspan

Mordy Becker

Editor

Editor-in-Chief
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28 Menachem Av 5772
August 16, 2012

Dear Campers and Staff of Camp Agudah,
It is our great honor to wish Hatzlocha to the staff and campers of Camp Agudah on the
completion of another successful summer in Ruach Country. This year is a very special one for Agudas
Yisroel, marking 100 years of working on behalf of the Torah Tzibbur in the United States and throughout the world. It has been a century of tremendous accomplishment from the Hatzolah efforts during
Churban Europe, the rescue of Hungarian Jewry, and the rescue of Iranian Jewry. These are just a few
examples of the hundreds of ways that Agudas Yisroel has helped and continues to help Klal Yisroel.
The Agudah of today is involved in many exciting activities serving the Klal including: bringing
millions of dollars in government funding to Yeshivos, helping frum Jews keep Shabbos in the
workplace, advocating on behalf of the Torah community in the halls of government, providing Pirchei
and Bnos activities to tens of thousands of children, helping Yidden find jobs, assisting children with
learning disabilities, and so much more.
The Siyum Hashas was another extraordinary achievement for Agudas Yisroel, bringing
together more than 150,000 Yiddin in MetLife Stadium and 120 locations worldwide. There was an
unbelievable sense of Achdus accompanied by great inspiration for even more Limud Hatorah.
Now that you’ve spent your summer in Camp Agudah, we hope you’ll continue your interest in
the activities of Agudas Yisroel throughout the year. We once again invite you to learn more about what
we do by visiting the headquarters of Agudas Yisroel in Manhattan, either by yourself or with your
class, to learn more about the history of Agudas Yisroel and all the wonderful work that it being done on
behalf of Klal Yisroel.
May you all be zocheh to a wonderful year filled with Hatzlocha in your learning.
All best wishes for a Kesiva Ve’chasima Tova,

Rabbi Yehiel Kalish
National Director of Government Affairs

Rabbi Labish Becker
Executive Director of Agudath Israel of America
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August 20, 2012
Dear Campers and Staff,
With Summer 2012 coming to a close, we look back with tremendous hakoras hatov to Hkb”h. In a
year of economic uncertainty, those of you receiving this booklet are the very, very lucky ones who
owe their parents a great big “yasher koach” for the sacrifices they made not only sending you to a
camp, but sending you to the very, very best.
Making Camp Agudah the best, however, doesn’t happen by itself... it’s a RUACH COUNTRY
Team Approach. It requires working with many people throughout the year, not just during the eight
weeks of the summer. Especially this year with the new exciting and creative team in place:. Rabbis
Eliezer Feuer, Mottie Karfiol, Avrohom (Abie) Neiman, Heshy Wolf, Eliyohu Kaufman, Shmaya
Friedman, Yitzchok Dabbah and Aaron Zev (Herby) Herbstman. I would like to personally give
them and their counseling staff great big and well deserved yasher koach: I also wish to extend a
heartfelt thanks to Rabbis: Feifer, Finkelman, Duvie Frischman, Halbertal, Avrohom Moshe
Kaufman, Kaplan, Nusbaum, Pearl, and “Krafty” Yarmove. The wonderful team caring for bunk
lamid baiz, Rechi, Yehuda Schwebel and their staff. Thanks also to Mrs. Sora Aliza Belsky our new
camp mother and our medical team, Dr. Eliezer Fruchter, Mrs. Aviva Parnes and Eli Serebrowski.
To our very special group of learning Rebbeim, headed by the exceptional team of Rabbis Eliezer
Feuer and Avrohom Nusbaum. Thanks also to our very organized and dependable transportation
coordinator, Chesky Richman and his reliable “crew”, Ephraim ,Yanky, Gershon and Shmulie, the
great Counselors, J.C.’s, Lifeguards, Specialties, Waiters Junior Staff and office crew. No words
can express my appreciation to the Rebbeim and staff of the ever expanding, ever popular Machane
Ephraim Masmidim/Mechina Programs. Also deserving honorable mention are the hard working
Day Camp staff. Headed by the popular Rabbi Yisroel Majesky and his assistant Rabbi Eli Shapiro
and their DC Counselors. This summer, Avi Schilit has assumed additional responsibilities and he
is fulfilling them only as he can, efficiently and without fanfare. We are extremely grateful to have
him and all the rest of the “great and wonderful” staff that make Ruach Country what it is. Thank
you ALL.
After thirty six years she still brings creativity and "good cheer" to everything she does. Mrs.
Zahava Lankry and her new assistant, Sylvia Reznick’s willingness to make each meal exciting and
delicious is evident day in and day out.
I must also give special thanks to Henchi and Pearl, who keep me and the office organized all year
round. I am truly fortunate and grateful to work with them and I thank them from the bottom of my
heart for their continuous and dependable dedication – and I know it’s getting harder and harder as
the years go by. Fitting in perfectly with this “A” team is Aidee Richman, who makes the mounds of
paper-work bearable. Thank you.
In his quiet and unassuming manner, he always gets the job done right .... the first time. As the true
ben torah he is, Reb Shimon’s 24/7 job never got in the way of his finding time to spend in the bais
medrash or learning with his many chavrusos. I am extremely grateful to him for making my job
much, much easier and for setting the bar higher every year. Thanks you to his dedicated crew,
Yehuda and Yossi (who we still consider to be on loan to Bnos and Bnoseinu), Shiya, Yisroel,
Nesanel, Boruch Nosson, Adam, and LAZ. And of course, our always on the job IT Pro and life
saver, Eli Serebrowski.
It's now time to close. Again, many thanks to all, especially the campers and Day Campers for
making this season a phenomenal success.

\
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From the Desk of the Asst. Director,
Baruch Hashem!! Another successful, outstanding and fun summer spent in the
greatest camp in the mountains!
The head staff went way above and beyond to ensure that the Ruach was present:
here, there and everywhere! It is an honor and privilege to spend our summer in your
company.
Behind the scenes, things were just as geshmak – this year’s maintenance guys
made sure of it! Adam, Shea, Nesanel, Yisroel, Baruch Nosson, Laz and Shmully (after 5
years, he is still one of us) , Zvi Greenspan, Sasson Gross, Icky: thanks for going well beyond any job title and thanks for being you!
YAAKOV KAPLAN: We really couldn’t have done it without you here - all of those
little things add up!
Everyone in camp benefits from the small selfless acts of the individuals who graciously pitch in for the  צרכי צבורeven if only to pick up papers from the floor. Thank you
to all of those nameless volunteers amongst us!
May Hashem bentch us all to meet next summer in Agudah Yerushalayim 2013 !!

Ksiva vchasima Tova

Shimon Newmark
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From the Desk of the Head Staff

Dear Campers,
What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the Gedolim who
visited, and were impressed with your wonderful Middos, and
Learning, to the exciting activities where you showed how to play as
a Ben Torah, to the fantastic trips where you were Mekadesh Shem
Shomayim Berabim. The amount of growth that each of you had in
these short few weeks together is something that should make you
proud. The main outcome of all this is that you have discovered your
true essence, and abilities, and that you could enjoy life in every way
while being connected to Hashem. Take all the Ruach back with you
to the city, and warm your cold winter days with the memories of
Camp Agudah Ruach Country. Hatzlacha Rabbah, and we hope to
see you next year in Yerushalayim.

Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol
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From the Desk of The Learning Directors,
Dear Campers and Staff ,
How quickly the summer has flown by. Just a few moments ago we were entering into the world
of "Ruach Country" and now its time to return to the world as we know it during the year. We
can however bring "the Ruach" back with us to the city to enhance our year in our Yeshivos. We
must however understand what that Ruach was in order for us to best utilize it! let us start with
our learning department. We have world class Rebbeim who imbue in our campers Ahavas and
Mesikus Hatorah. The Kesher that you developed with your Rebbeim is truly very special as it is
a bond for life! We heard Shiurim from Rav Finkleman on Shmiras Halashon each day, and we
heard a short yet powerful lesson on life through a story of a Gadol as we prepared to Daven
Mincha. We had Shiurim before davening (fartugs) as well as night kollel before we went to
sleep. Who can forget the Heilege Shabbos Kodesh in Camp Agudah. To sum it up in one word, it
was Glorious!! Every camper was infused with KEDUSHAS HASHABBOS!! From the words of the
GADOL of the week, to the Zemiros ,to the Tisch, Kiddush ...even Shabbos afternoon came alive
with Rabbi Friedman Torah game show. This years highlight was the question and answer session we had each Shabbos afternoon (at three a clock..how u doing Ari...),where we had the
chance to ask questions we had on our minds and have conversation and dialogue about them,
with premier Mechanchim and even with visiting Gedolim and guests. Oneg Shabbos Shiur and a
moving Shalosh Seudos and finally a dance up to Shul for Maariv and Havdala. our incredible
staff led by an awesome head staff made all activities and extra activities so beautiful and fun
(all with an atmosphere of Torah and Middos). The grand finale is always color war where once
again our camp is known to turn fun into Ruach. Besides the great sports, plays and grand sing,
we certainly all grew with our herculean mastery of Hilchos chol ha'moed. In three short days
you boys toiled in Torah and became Talmedai Chachomim and well versed in these beautiful
Halachos. Chevra we were impacted this summer by so many people, many who may not
seem to be Mechanchim, but they truly are. Your waiters and lifeguards and even the maintenance crew are Bnei Torah and Talmidai Chachomim who do their work with dedication and
with sterling Middos and we learnt from them as well. So we have so much to take back with us
to the city, I can't imagine it will fit in to our suitcases. Perhaps the best way to transport it back
home, is to keep it in our hearts and minds, keep it before your eyes as you travel through the
year. Anytime you need a little boost think of the time you spent here in Ruach Country and a
smile will appear on your face. Keep in touch and have a fabulous year. Each one of you should
have a Kesiva Vachasima Tova and may we meet up soon together in Ruach Country b'yerushalayim habenuya.
Sincerely,

Rabbi Feuer
Learning Director/Menahel

Rabbi Nussbaum
Learning Director
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Co-Counselor
Hillel Gold

Co-Counselor
Mayer Itzkowitz

I’d be a millionaire if I got a quarter every time. . .
CC Gold Hillel
CC Itzkowitz Mayer
Berger Chaim
Galinsky Elchonon
Newmark Naftoli Zev
Nusbaum Yisroel
Ozeirey David
Richman Meir
Richman Yitzy
Seidenfeld Yisroel

chased his bunk around camp to start the activity
was tackled by his campers in the pool
lost his knapsack
waved to Levi
caught a frog/salamander
chased Hillel in the pool
got garbage cans for the club house
was called Yitzy
was called Meir
jumped into a puddle

June 27- Opening Day– Rabbi Neiman gives opening day
speech, NEW Ruach Country caps are given out. 9th grade goes
11
bowling.

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Aron Lowenthal

Dovid Herbsman

Co-Counselor
Aron Weiss
CC Herbsman Dovid
CC Lowenthal Aron
CC Weiss Aron
Basch Chaim Yehoshua
Belsky Dovi
Belsky Moshe
Dabbah Yosef
Friedman Aaron
Galinsky Levi
Giniger Yosef
Goldstein Yosef Dov
Goodman Menachem
Levitansky Mordechai
Mezrahi Nissim
Mitnick Dovid
Neiman Moshe Yehuda
Schwebel Yosef
Teitz Elchonon
Yaroslavitz Shlomo Dov

Nobody Knows Why. . .
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
makes so much noise (Ha! Ha! Ha!)
always watches volleyball games during swimming, and didn’t go to Skate Time 207
never swims with the bunk
eats a ton of tradition soups
spells his first name with 2 a’s
and his brother are in different day camps
calls Aron Weiss, counselor
is so tall
always matches clothing with his brother
will always be a Ruach Country boy
gets whatever he wants from the kitchen, and isn’t the
nurse’s assistant
dominates every ballgame
gets called “blue shoes” by Aaron Friedman
always reads Tintin
always bats first and plays first base
isn’t part of mechina

June 28 - First full day of camp. 8th grade goes bowling.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Simcha Katz

Shmuli Liberman

Co-Counselor
Yaakov Stefansky

Bunk Aleph Aleph will go water hiking when. . .
CC Katz Simcha
CC Liberman Shmuli
CC Stefansky Yaakov
Braunstein Simcha
Feder Chaim
Goodman Dovid Tzvi
Gross Moshe
Kaufman Mordechai
Neuhaus Akiva
Newmark Yaakov
Orlander Ozer Chaim
Viener Aryeh
Zoberman Avrohom Y
Rabbi Majesky
Bunk Daled
Tzvi Liberman

wakes up
gets to his brother during an activity
who?!?!?!?!
beats Gross in a basketball game
gets his name on his T-shirt only by Avi Schilit
doesn’t stick to his brother any more
beats Braunstein in a basketball game
stops saying happy birthday to Simcha
hates baseball
will always be a Ruach Country boy
he goes swimming
realizes his father is famous
will always be a Ruach Country boy
beats the staff day camp
sleeps through Shacharis
gets a line in this article

June 29 - Special music and dancing with R’ Yitzy Bald by Lunch.
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From the Desk of the Division Head,
I’m in my room trying to get my thoughts together, to write an article for this beautiful yearbook.
The difficult part is where do I begin? So much has happened, such great memories.
Firstly I was so happy, shocked, and ecstatic when I was asked to be division head of the 4 th and 5th grade
Knockers I felt like I won the mega- millions. What a zchus it is to be a part of such a choshuve staff in
RUACH COUNTRY. I enjoyed it tremendously, working with such a caring and devoted head staff (thank
you Rabbi Karfiol and Rabbi Neiman for the opportunity, I learned a lot from you), counselors and jc’s you
made me feel very comfortable from the start, thank you. As for the campers I hope you all had a great
time. I know I did, you guys were so much fun. From wake up, to our very own lamed vov minyon, clean
up to activities from meals to curfew we had a blast.
The great trips we had (thanks to R’ Avi),the exciting Camelbeach water park, the awesome rollerskating with Rabbi Karfiol, and the special events like the funniest (and wettest) carnival, geshmakeh concert (thank you Rabbi Bald for always putting music into our summer), incredible acrobats, and pumping
inter-camp games. Also the special activities, like the scenic mountain
biking with Whisky and the
niflaois Haboreh water hiking with the great Rabbi Halbertal. The thunderous rocket launching with Rabbi
Crafty and Tzvi Liberman. Wo what about the greatest night activities with Rabbi Mosey. Camp is nonstop fun.
I’m writing this by the Grand sing. I can’t get over the Achdus and friendship shown by both
teams. No wonder why it’s called Ruach Country. The skits, banners, plays, dvar halacha, and lyrics to
every song were phenomenal and very inspiring. Let’s absorb the themes and lessons that were shown by
both teams, it’s a lifelong lesson. Thank you to all that were involved.
It says ’’ “אים אין קמח אין תורהlet’s not forget all the exquisite and nutritious meals the banquet, and all
the “sephardishe foods” by the world famous Mrs. Lankry and her assistant Mrs. Reznick Thank you.
Of course we cannot forget our devoted Rabbeim who taught us so much Torah and put Ruchnius
into us. Thank you Rabbi Feuer and Rabbi Nussbaum, may you always see Nachas from all your Talmidim.
To all those who make camp happen without all the fanfare THANK YOU!!!
אחרון אחרון חביבwe thanks to Reb Meir Frischman for making this and every summer so special, we wish
that the Rebonoi Shel Olam should repay you and your family for all that you do for us. Amen.
Boys thank you for a wonderful summer.
Keep in touch. 718-913-8000. Have a great year, keep shteiging. May we meet again in Yerushalayim.

Rabbi Dabbah

June 28 - First full day of camp. 8th grade goes bowling.
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Mordy Weis

Binyamin Presser

DC Counselor
Yanky Tzur

When_______________ turns 21. . .
C Presser Binyomin
DCC Tzur Yanky
JC Weis Mordy
Basch Mordechai
Braunstein Yehuda
Cohen Avigdor
Dabbah Rachamim
Elbaz Aharon
Frischman Elozor
Frischman Mordechai
Giniger Zev Aryeh
Goldberg Ezzy
Halbertal Chaim
Jurkowitz Aryeh
Kornbluth Mordechai
Lax Moshe Aharon
Mandel Yehuda
Pearl Moshe
Schwebel Elazar Menachem
Shain Ezriel
Weingarten Michael
Weinreb Yitzchok
White Shmuel
Wolf Yonah
Zidell Yosef

will write a bunk article
will be half way thru Shas
will love hot sauce and wash before Kiddush
will be smiling
will fix his glasses
will be the nicest guy I know
will be a division head
will do Torah Shows
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will be a Bar Das to become a Jets fan
will be on the team and do ropes
will be a counselor
will have a phone to call his father
will come to T.V. and shteig
will want Mordy’s bedtime stories
will be asst. head lifeguard
will work in Lamed Bais
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will be producing his first CD
will have Mordy as a counselor
will be Mickey’s cousin
will still be eating, talking and rocking the place up
will always be a Ruach Country boy

June 30 - R’ Shalom Noach Landau is the Shabbos Gadol, Sruli Wulliger comes for
Shabbos , first Melave Malka of the trip. New buffet style Kiddush.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yossi Gold

Mordy Becker

Pandemonium broke loose in Bunk Bais because. . .
CC Becker Mordy
CC Gold Yossi
Gancz Avi
Gross Pinchas
Kleiman Simcha
Lebowicz Shiah
Neuman Menashe
Nusbaum Yehuda
Shurkin Yakov Moshe
Stefansky Shmuel
Weinreb Yaakov
Zoberman Aharon Tzvi
Ruzohorsky Mayer S.
Goodman Moshe

was the best co-counselor and didn’t get into Buxbaum’s
was the best co-counselor, and didn’t stop working
lost his rain poncho
was so good at sports, and couldn’t find Stef
gets a new ball every day, and fell asleep on the porch
got rice krispy treats after visiting day and didn’t share with his counselor
because Nashi didn’t take front center
cause someone stole his lanyard
missed the melave malka
brought a DS for his counselor, and is so messy
made a mess near Simcha’s bed
rocked up Camelbeach
showed up before 1 pm
pumped up bunk bais

Moshe Wiederman

didn’t tell me the code, started for the team, chushmuf, bit me back,
Bais, you’re awesome
Q-tips weren’t straight, Hudi and Luban were overated, had the
best bunk in
camp, isn’t going to Y.F.R., didn’t hate on everything, enjoy Alsters
Bryna… Alsters, Y.F.R., left the team, Peter, it was him
played the last 10 minutes vs. Romimu, Thanx for the suit, sorry about the cap!
Someone ate his poppers, didn’t know Chaim was going to Y.F.R.
was better than me in basketball. HaHa, dunked, dot ditched on the off day
asked permission before you took it, has a Corey Webster jersey
thanks for learning with me
clutch bungalow, enjoy yeshiva
went swimming on the off day, wanted to come back to camp next year
didn’t get a radio, didn’t tell Herby how to run the team

Yumi Gruen
Chaim Fogel
Yehuda Gold
Nati
Kramer
Glicher
Eli Fogel
Jack
Rick
Shlomo Tepper

.

July 1- Ventriloquist Chuck Fields puts on an awesome show for the entire camp, Ari and Nati start on stage.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yehudah Leib
Gold

Yumi Gruen

In 6th Grade. . .
CC Gold Yehuda Leib
CC Gruen Yumi
Cywiak Yehudah Aryeh
David Eliyahu
Diamond Eliyahu
Levin Chaim Yeshaya
Miles Eliyahu
Neiman Dovid
Newhouse Shragie
Okolica Avrohom Meir
Posnack Eli
Schorr Yair
Schuster Moshe

will be a counselor for a second year
will IY’’H finish 1 year in Cliffwood
whiskey
jack will finally realize he is not a twin
will be taller
will have his own cell phone
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will get the Hamodia also
will have a party every night
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will own his own deck of cards
will be a sleep away camper
will be best in davening

July 2- Grades 4-7 head out to liberty lanes “ We made a Kiddush
Hashem at liberty lanes” and “ don't be a Mazik
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Shmuli
Bienenstock

Shuey Krasnow

Nobody is going to read this article because. . .
CC Bienenstock Shmuli
CC Krasnow Shuey
Chicheportiche Chaim B.
Friedman Boruch
Friedman Yehuda
Gelber Simcha
Giniger Yerucham A
Giteles Shloimie
Muskat Yehuda Tzvi
Orgel Nossy
Reich Moshe Boruch
Zlotnick Moshe
Chaim Kops
Avi Hoch
Shmuli Frankel
Yumi + Yossi
Mordy Becker
Pesach Dimond
Izzy
Aryeh Kamelhar
Y.M. Schoenbrun

is often called Shuey, is no longer a beanstalk, is related to Daniel Mayer, fools his campers, tells ss. stories
and has a good VIEW of Jr. Minyan
is often called Shmuli (and occasionally Shoa Krasdale) is the I-swirl sticker monster, would have more lines if
he had more off days and RUNS the Jr Minyan.
french fry’s, E-pod was broken, likes to borrow a ring ring ring, and loves the USA
boco is staying in Mir, & will always be a Ruach Country bouy
hudi, is going to chofetz chaim, Yo he lives in Flatbush, loves Avomie and Shmuel (good pictures)
gelb (pause) er, sings songs that know body knows, is the scooter man, falls asleep on chairs
gingy, works for project inspire, loves the siyum hashas, quick question; who is the godal of the week?
C.Y.F.G. JR, is a magician, day camper and is the next regency day camp head counselor
the Muskat-eer, loves Flatbush, has a fake twin, is a sick Pitcher (overhand only)
gel, wants his own cubicle, borrows his counselors iPod and loves skunks
mobo, has a twin brother, loves the lodge and is proud to be a passaic boy
zloti, laughs a lot while clapping his hands in short motions, “hey yumi with the diet Snapple”, and has a
random brown rim on his yalmulka
loves visiting day, his cubicle, day campers, 1st half, road trip next year and will be in Waterberry after sukkos
will always be a ruach country boy; won color war… we miss you
is the most over worked staff member in camp, and was almost a 8th grade JC
almost killed Shuey at Skate time 209, you guys were awesome on the porch, Yossi – see you in YFR
was a awesome first seder chavrusa, will be a councilman, Mordy Ben Labish, has to type this, do you know
that he does yearbook?
is constantly complaining that he’s fat, and finally got into Passaic (thank you Ronny)
doesn’t wear shirts, is a sick song writer and leader, rocked up the 9h grade, and is Yitzy Bald, no driveways
and obviously a lousy beard.
loves stick ball
desperately needs his JC back

July 3- Camp Govoah missed playing Camp Agudah, but had a bbq at the lake
and broke out USA day. Opening day in Ruach Country Gardens,
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Chaim Koplowitz

Tzvi Asher Gross

Bunk Hay was air conditioned because. . .
CC Gross Tzvi Asher
CC Koplowitz Chaim
Feifer Chaim Mordechai
Friedman Moshe
Friedman Shlomie
Ghoori Shlomo
Glick Eliezer
Gottesman Pinchus
Hana Yosef
Itzkowitz Yehuda
Katz Yosef
Lankry Shlomo
Lowenthal Yaakov
Orlander Dovid
Schiff Moshe N.
Weinstein Eliezer
Weiss Sholom
Wolf Avigdor
Zahav Shloimy

didn’t get the cooler “cubicle”, & his popcorn machine over heated
was hot after making noodle soups all day. I know, right?
is able to sleep in the bunk during S.A.L.T. on hot shabbosim
is able to go inside the a/c now
is able to sleep in the bunk during his father’s game in the shul
that blue shirt that he loves was making him sweat
needs to be comfortable when he’s reading at night
got the bed closest to the vent
was hot after he started making a shower
the room would have gotten stuffy because he got his own private bed
his bug zapper was making his room hot
brought his grandmothers hot food
people kept touching his fan
because in Bnos he has a/c
was hot on the boat (shiff)
was hot in his suit on visiting day, and Is able to hide in the a/c
wasn’t getting any air on his Tisha B’av bed
his father told him to come up for air
his pet cat was too warm

Fankel Shmuli

was head staff so he got us even though he was extremely busy, and Gellermans has
brand new a/c
was sweating after babysitting on the first day off
could rest up after roller skating (with peace and quiet, like far rockaway)
day campers love a/c
was hot after having Arizona! Missed you!

Bienenstock Shmuli
Krasnow Shuey
Yossi Gold & Mordy Becker
Avi Hoch

July 4- USA Day Generals were Schonbrun, Krasnow, Brecher
(skinny). Red team wins, though al the skits were amazing!
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From the Desk of the Division Head,
Dear Ruach Country,

,

As my first summer as a division head comes to a close, I am overwhelmed by all the
unbelievable memories of this special summer.
Before I begin, I would like to thank Rabbis; Frischman, Karfiol, Neiman for giving me this
great opportunity. It was a real zechus to work with them along with the other members of the
great head staff to help make this summer the GREAT one that it was.
As I walked around camp this summer, capturing memories on my video camera, [special
shout out to my competition Yochanan Lax], the one thing that was always a constant was the
smile on everyone’s face. Every day, all day, was a happy, geshmake time in Camp Agudah.
I hope you all realize how lucky you are to be part of this special camp. Where else can
you find such an unbelievable Ruach, days filled with fun and non-stop action, yet at the same
time everything is done only in a Torahdike way. Where else can you learn Middos Tovos from
counselors and generals during color war, lessons in Kiddush Hashem while on unbelievable trips,
[Thank you Avi – you are truly an inspiration!] and how a Ben Torah behaves even on vacation,
just from watching our special counselors every day of the summer.
Have a great year in Yeshiva, shteig away, and I can’t wait to see everyone once again in
just ten months in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim.

Rabbi Shmaya Friedman

July 5- First grill out off the season Staff play entitled “Twist of
the Tongue”.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Alex Herbsman

Meir Glicher

Stuff that will happen before anyone in bunk VOV will actually listen. . .
CC Glicher Meyer
CC Herbstman Alexander
Adler Chaim Elimelech
Battino Moishy
Gelber Yaakov Moshe
Gerdts Daniel
Gutman Binyomin
Klerer Ari
Kornbluth Dovi
Moseson Yechiel
Oppenheim Yehuda Zvi
Oratz Chaim
Perlow Chaim
Rubinfeld Meir Simcha
Samouha Gedalia
Schloss Yitzchok
Shalam Shaul
Shapiro Moshe Ahron
Weinberger Yitzi
Lax
Kramer
Weeds
Chanoch
Yumi
Reuven
Nati
Rick
Joe

will get rid of silky smooth & Zbrown’s and would stop talking to senior league counselors.
will buy out the whole Shoprite and buy out all the Coca-Cola in dollar tree.
will miss fartugs because he is making his bed.
will have his hat, will miss Shacharis (oh wait…).
won’t hang out with Hillie, will actually beat someone good in basketball.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will be able to play front line in volleyball
will be here for a full summer.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will meet the hand and go to Shoprite.
will have glasses that never break.
will actually get a degree to be a professor
will play everyone in camp a one-on-one in basketball.
will like Monday’s and Thursday’s and learning groups without lanyard and hate Tam Tams.
will give us free pizza.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
impossibru, rhymes with ________, Pegasus, if you know what I mean.
white collar, bathroom at MetLife, shvartz, good luck in Stein’s.
big apper, hot dog vs. hamburger, Whitehall, silky smooth, martial arts, fish, good luck in Beis.
thanx for being the best big bro and for always being there…sorry can’t finish writing this I’m
laughing so hard.
Billy Ray!! There’s always a place for you G.L. in alsters.
will let everyone slap him on the back, thanx for the Chavrusa shaft.
thanks for the W.C. and keep runnin’.
gorilla man, good luck in alsters and worry your on the right path.
just wanted to say that I totally owned you getting on that boat ha. And no biting. Good luck in YFR.

July 6- Dining room was energized by interviews with the players on the
staff team, massive lines at the shower-house in preparation for Shabbos.
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Yehudah Levi

Yisroel Ungar

is actually taller than Ungar because he…
C Ungar Yisroel
JC Levi Yehudah
Bernstein Yehuda
Burstein Yonah
Feder Menachem
Knobel Dovid
Kriger Aaron Mordechai
Neuhoff Yehuda
Neuman Mendel
Obermeister Shragi
Perel Kalman
Rapps Menachem
Schuck Raphael
Shain Avi
Shapiro Aaron Yeshaya
Weinstein Yaakov

chillin’ guitarist, graphics guys are always tall
cut off Ungar’s legs –oh- and he’s a Yekke
always showers
is NOT a hocker, never sleeps, and has a scanner
is just awesome and sick at everything!
is a chiller and knows Shabbos cold
can play guitar
what, no, I really am taller
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
if you let me go on your back I’ll be taller; also has Rec Spex

will always be a Ruach Country boy.
can sell Mountain Dew for 6x its price
IS THE BEST AT HOCKEY!!!
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.

July 7- Shabbos in Agudah Me’ain Oilam Haba! Shabbos Gadol
was R’ Lazer Ginzburg, New Panel of dueling Rabbis.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Moishe
Wiederman

Yaakov Rand

When Weeds shows up to activities. . .
CC Rand Yaakov
CC Wiederman Moishe
Ackerman Hillie
Braun Binyamin
Broyde Shabsi
Eder Sruli
Fogel Chesky
Jacobowitz Chaim
Michaeli Chaim
Rabinowitz Aharon
Roth Yehoshua
Schneider Mordechai A.
Schwartz Dovid
Turkel Chaim Tzvi
Zafir Sruli

will take off an activity
will not be sleeping through activities
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will have a pair of glasses that aren’t broken
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will still not beat Weeds in a 1on 1
will not get a personal talk with crafty
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will have his own scanner for Camp Agudah hock
will finally get his own hair pulled
will get a huge jar of hot peppers and triples
will get a solo in the choir for chazanus
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will be able to juggle and ride his unicycle
will get as many books from the library as he wants

Shmez
Yoshi Spira
Yaakov Lax
Yehuda Kramer
Yumi Gruen
Meir Glicher
Yitzy Richter

will finally get a real Agudah job
will be Head Counselor!
will still be checking for squirrels, all right, all right, all right
will finally get texting and follow
Billy… Ray… we need a new handshake, stop knocking Bais
silky, smooth, papaya, Brain-dead horse
will be able to play pg for 5 games straight

RCC Aron Stern

Will be the counselor for the whole half

July 8- Shiva Asur B’tamuz, Break-fast was eggs hash-browns
and assorted rolls, “Raboisai come up for Air!”
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Eliyahu Schuck

Jack Rosenberg

Darchei Exists Because. . .
C Rosenberg Yaakov
JC Schuck Eliyahu
Barkany Aryeh Leib
Baruch Mordechai
Feifer Yehuda Leib
Feintuch Moshe
Fink Meir
Goldschmidt Yehuda
Groveman Moshe Aryeh
Joselit Tzvi Yehuda
Kalish Yehoshua Shalom
Karmely Yosef
Kaufman Shaul Chaim
Krasnow Moishe
Kurz Avrohom
Nathan Akiva
Pluchenik Yisroel Aryeh
Schoenbrun Boruch
Schwartz Shmuel Nachman
Tusk Yisrael
Friedman Avrohom

isn’t, because they don’t have off days there
isn’t, since he’s busy BBQing, and planning off days for all JC’s
will be there to show them
isn’t, cause he’s a true rockstar
so he could run it with the rabbi
shows them to play some intense basketball
will make sure everything runs smoothly
isn’t, since they don’t go swimming there
so the hockey game with all equipment, go through evenly
isn’t, because he gives out the best food by meals
could have something to do with “The Agudah” and Yitzy Stern!
should show them to read some books
isn’t, since he’s busy running the canteen
keeps all hock running at all times and to make sure it’s ALL LEGIT!
isn’t, cause he’s too cool with his caps, music…
to make sure they all reach the “LEVEL” of best in bunk
it’s all about “CAMP”
to make sure Akiva reaches the best in bunk, not to break the streak”!!
since Pomegranate is too “upscale” for them
to have everyone “smiling” at all times!
isn’t, since they don’t ride bikes there!

July 9- Ruach Day (PayDay), night activity was a Massive Auction with many Amazing prizes!
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Levi Tepper

Pesach Diamond

Camel Beach was awesome this year because. . .
CC Diamond Pesach
CC Tepper Levi
Chkechkov Evyatar
Gartenhaus Yechiel
Halberstam Kalman
Kaufman Meir
Rosenfeld Yisrael
Rothman Aron
Scheiner Ezriel
Schiff Yitzchok Yerucham
Stefansky Yehoshua
Stefansky Yehuda Leib
Tepfer Nesanel
Tyberg Zevi
Weitzner Moshe
Zonenshayn Falek A.
Moshe Koff
Jack Stef

is 21 years old and finally got into his bathing suit for the fist time this summer
wore his lifeguard yarmulke which no one was able to read and finally got a haircut
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
didn’t have to go his grandmother for eye drops and wore his tie and jacket the
whole time (it’s 6:00 meir)
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
got pizza for the bunk and brought his waterproof camera
read 2 crates of books and learnt most of Shisha Sidrei Mishna
enjoyed everybody singing “Yizkereim”
had sunflower seeds peanuts from his counselors and Mojo in the morning
was still waiting for his counselor’s party and the last boy by the meals
was smiling looking backwards at nobody and running like his triplet and getting packages

will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
played volleyball in the bunk with a fake net
went around with Levi
got a J.C. tip first half for being the best J.C.

July 10- Hot day! Night swim for all! Chanoch Glicher completes
100 consecutive laps and falls asleep on pool chair until 7 A.M.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yehuda Kramer

Moshe Koff

If bunk Yud Alef weren’t afraid of bugs. . .
CC Koff Moshe
CC Kramer Yehuda
Abrams Rafael
Goldstein Moshe
Gottlieb Moshe
Halberstam Yechezkel
Katz Yossi
Lind Daniel
Luchins Yitzchok Mayer
Obadia Moshe
Ochs Avi
Rakoszynski Michoel
Reich Refael Zev
Rosenberg Dov
Unger Yehuda
Weinstein Eliyahu
Zucker Aaron Yaakov

would ___ take an off-day
would keep the cubicle for the whole half and never miss a 3
would own a library of every Calvin & Hobbs book
Break dance and always be the biggest hustler on the court
would sit in bed all day to read books
curfew would be at 4 p.m. would dominate sports and will daven with the 5 th grade
will finish Shisha Sidrei Mishna and would be the last one up
will get a new laser and still have the best smile in the bunk
will have night seder and still be the best at football in the bunk
will play violin for everyone and still be in the choir
will hate sports, and just be awesome
will have shirts which are not Abercrombie
will be taller than his brother

Meir Glicher
Weeds
Yaakov Lax
Rick
Nati
Yoshi
Yumi
Mookie
Moshe Katz

his older brother will finally do something for him
if you know what I mean
embarrassing stuff, alright alright alriiiight
will be able to play b-ball w/o dying
will still be the best schmoozer ever
will love getting presents
will be the starting point guard in camp
will hit a real home-run in a real game
will win the best dresser award

will still be awesome, will get his mother to buy the whole bunk a steak BBQ and Shabbos party

will still be scared of bugs
will have a lanyard castle
will see the light to finally become a NY Yankee and NY Giant fan!!

July 11- Amazing Trip To Connecticut Sports Center and Lake Compounce;
9th Grade Goes To Niagara!! YA Brecher wins hot dog eating contest
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Pinny Lamet

Shmuely
Reichman

What makes Bunk Yud Beis so solid?
What a solid summer! Yud Beis not only rocked up the sixth grade but also owned the camp. Every guy in our bunk managed to add to the awesomeness.
Before we give mention to all the rockstars in our bunk we need to give a shout out to the BEST counselor in camp Shmuely Reichman. I wanna be, I wanna be in
Peekskill! Don’t make believe you are a Fishman’s boy. You are a Peekskill boy all the way. You are just afraid to admit it because in Fishman’s all traitors are shot.
Our Yessachar Zevulun deal worked out so well it was even noticed by the parents!
Obviously we need to mention right here that this bunk would not have
survived without the most solid rockstar JC in camp, Pinny Lamet. Wait did we just say J.C.? We still aren’t sure who is counselor and who is J.C. Now we start with
the actual bunkmates. We start off with the one and only Feivy Botkenecht. WOW! What can we say? Besides for having the most complicated name in the bunk,
you got all too cool sports gear. You should really get an award for your excellence in Davening. You really were a solid camper.
Next up is Yossi Eckstein.
That’s my man on top of all the hock. It was cool getting all the updates on the hock every meal from TheYeshivaWorld.com. Solid stuff. Keep rocking.
Next
Contestant is Yaakov Eisenbach. Yo, stop working out so much. You are strong enough. A 6th grader isn’t supposed to be so solidly built. Yo, you rock! Double fist
pump to you.
BANG, CRACK! It’s Sheya Fireworker all the way from Queens. Yo, you are only in 6th grade and you are already rocking up the entire Shaar
Hatorah, Shammai and Drillick could walk around as if they are buddies with you, but I’m the only one who can say “That’s my camper.” Yo, your cheerleading by
those bunk games was unmatched. You rock! Regards to Ephraim.
How can a bunk be complete without a beast like Moshe Haddad? Get it through your
head you aren’t the J.C. By the way, were you hired by the Sfardim to convert everyone in Agudah to Sfardy?
On deck is Mordechai Hana. I don’t remember ever waking you up in the morning. I agree with Haddad that you are fake Sfardy. You don’t put on your Tallis until the end of Davening. Solid Stuff.
Everyone step aside for Pinny Himy. By the way, if you want I can give you directions to Peekskill. You and Reichman are huge Reb Hershel fans without
ever meeting him. I hope to see you in Pomegranate wearing a very Yeshivish hat! Keep rocking it up!
And now, all the way from Israel is Ari Pesach. All I
can say is I don’t know any other camper that calls home at 4 in the morning. You really were solid.
Now we would like to welcome Gedalia Rapps. Yo, it
was awesome learning Succah with you this summer. It was nice of you to single handedly support Avrohom Moishy’s canteen. You really are a solid guy.
Turn down the lights and rock up the disco. J.B. Saftlas is stepping up. Ownage by the cantata dude! Seriously, share the lime light. Yo, you ROCK THE
HOUSE! A real Superstar.
Stand back everyone, Yehuda Shain is in the house. You definitely get the award for the biggest chiller. Whether it was lagging
behind by hiking and biking or it was waking up at 2 in the morning and telling me you need my iPod. You are a serious Rockstar! Keep up the solid chilling!
Watch where you are going. Don’t trip on Akiva Scharf. The truth is you won’t end up tripping on him because he will screech so loud that you will go
flying. You win the award for being the most flexible kid. You also win the award for the most generous brother. SOLID!
Now that we are 3/4th’s of the way
down the list, its time to bring up Dov Tepfer. It’s a good thing you finally got your quarters
but it wasn’t so smart to get it on the same day I got my phone You ROCK! All right guys.
It’s the moment you’ve been waiting for. Ezzy Tepper is next. Dude, make up your mind. Are
you Jordan, Mello, Carte, Revis, Jeter, A-rod or Cano? All in one? Anyway, make sure your
mom’s bird doesn’t fly away. Go Nets!
Ands last but not least Yossi Weinberger. You
were solid all the way through. Most people don’t know how big of a Masmid you are. You
are always pounding, whether it was pounding Gemara on the bus to a trip or it was pounding Mishnayos during meals. If there was a list of rockstars, you would be on top. Keep it up.
I guess that should do it for the best bunk in camp. Now you understand why we are totally
SOLID!
Keep in touch guys; we’ll see you next year!!!!!

July 12-Lazy Day, Grill-Out, 8th Grade Intercamp Vs. Camp Munk, Agudah Wins 5
out of 6 Games, Staff Basketball vs. Silverlake Agudah Wins 74-64!
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Mordechai Wein

Duvie Lowenthal

Bunk Yud Gimmel will get Mountain Biking for the third time
when. . .
CC Lowenthal Duvie
CC Wein Mordechai
Abramson Moshe
Feigenbaum Boruch
Fruchthandler Dov
Gut Yisroel
Katzenstein Yitzy
Koplowitz Shloimie
Leshkowitz Zevi
Schnitzler Ephraim
Schron Yossi
Smulowitz Zevi
Stender Zevi
Weber Yakov
Weiss Berish
Zazulia Boruch
Tepfer Dovi
Nulman Dovid

is off or is busy with Mechina prep
starts dressing normally and stops disciplining
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
builds up enough “koach” to do it
stops smiling and screams at someone
gets a third bed and stops being so geshmak
takes something for himself and doesn’t give everything to others. Keep it up!!!

will always be a Ruach Country boy.
goes swimming and sings zemiros
gets his window fixed and decides to stop trying to fix the DS in the bunk
doesn’t take a shower every night
gets the punch ball game (by leagues) to count
finishes Shisha Sidrei Mishna in bed
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
learns how not to be cold and stops wearing his sweatshirt
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
gets to be in Duvie’s bunk for a third time

July 13- Regular Friday Lunch, Learning Tickets Raffle, Special Trip Video Presentation
By R’ Shmaya Friedman. BN Weinreb eats half a loaf of kokosh in dinning room
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Dear Shloime,

From the Desk of the Division Head,

I would like to begin this letter by apologizing for being out of touch for so long. I remember when I left Yeshiva, I told you I
would write and call over the summer, but I guess at that point I didn’t really know what “AGUDAH” is all about. This place has soooo
much going on from the time you wakes up until the time you fall asleep, that I simply didn’t find time to sit down & write. I realized
that with just a few days left to camp if I don’t sit down now & write some quick thoughts, you probably won’t hear from me until the
first day of Yeshiva.
Our day always began with davening & learning of course, because we were taught here that even in the summer we must
serve Hashem & make him proud. I remember once or twice that we had a trip that conflicted with learning groups, so they just made
learning at a different time, so we wouldn’t miss what’s really important to us. after learning came not 2 or 3, but 4 activities! This
camp really has a lot of different activities that they can throw at you. It could be a sports game, swimming, game room, and more!
I must tell you that the 7th grade league was so competitive and thrilling that every game was something that we treasured. If
we ever had to stop a game because of rain or a camp event we always wanted to make it up. During the first half, I actually made it to
the World Series which was attended by many counselors and campers who wanted to watch the grand finale of a great season- Baruch
Hashem… I WON!!!! I forgot to mention that the reason we have the strength to play so well is because we are very well fed and nourished by someone no other camp has… Mrs. Lankry. I’ll try to save you a piece of her kokosh, but I can’t promise it won’t be stale by the
time I get home! We also give the kitchen a break on Thursday to prepare for Shabbos, which means its “BBQ time”. Talking about
Shabbos, I must say I never sang zemiros like I did here. You would think that after enjoying the meal and singing away we would be
done…. But that’s not the case in Agudah! Following the Friday night seuda for the first time ever, the 7 th grade had their very own
“kumzitz-tish.” Just sitting with our counselors & friends (along with Reb Elya!) singing & schmoozing together, it’s something I’ll definitely remember through the long & cold winter. The Shabbos afternoon was really “salty” (I can’t explain now what that means, but it
has to do with Og Melech Haboshon) and a game room was set up for our enjoyment.
There was so much going on every night from special shows, to basketball games, to grand Melave Malka’s, to plays & a cantata, I’m lucky I made it to bed! I must mention my favorite night activity- our incredible basketball games. The team this year was really
great & had an incredible season. In fact 2 counselors from our division are part of the starting lineup! When it comes to trips 7th grade
really did well. We had the smashing Connecticut trip the 1st half along with surprise mini trips, and 2nd half we had the exclusive….. 7th
grade Niagra!
Another major highlight was the first ever 7th grade Olympics. Although I lost, the whole grade had such a blast & was on such
a high we’ll surely remember it for a long time. My counselor was so talented, fun, and meshugeh, I couldn’t have been happier. I heard
from my other friends in the division about their counselor’s & JC’s & it seems 7 th grade really had a rocking group this summer. They
were all led by our very normal own Reb Elya who really had a pumping time with us.
We’re now in the middle of color war & this place is on a high. I don’t know if it’s true or not, but there are rumors flying about
this massive one-of-a-kind concert to take place this week! – I’m telling you from the time you walk in the door until the time you walk
in the door until you walk out, Agudah is just non-stop excitement.
I would just like to end off by telling you that I still remember how back in February you were the one that convinced me that
Agudah is the place to be- both for my ruchniyos & gashmiyus. Although you couldn’t be here because of a family vacation to Eretz Yisroel you told me “just go & you’ll see everything I’m telling you is true.” Well Shloime , you were so right, & I’m happy beyond words
that I listened to you. They’re calling now for team time, so I got to run…. Can’t wait to see you in yeshiva to fill you in on more…. Hopefully next year we’ll be together in the greatest place, the greatest country… Ruach Country Yerushalayim.”
Thanks again, & see ya soon,
SRULY
(By: R’ Elya)

July 14- Shabbos Gadol is the Nadvorna Rebbe, Day Camp comes for Shabbos, extra special pre visiting day clean-up, Ice Cream Truck comes to Camp.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Reuven Pearl

Yaakov Lax

Bunk Yud Daled had Co-counselors and gave in their bunk
article last because. . .
CC Lax Yaakov
CC Pearl Reuven
Applegrad Bentzion
Berkowitz Pinchus
Coan Yehoshua
Ely Shalom
Freund Yaakov
Golombeck Moshe
Horwitz Yakov Zelig
Katz Moshe
Katz Tzvi
Nordlicht Zev
Nulman Dovid
Polter Yehuda
Salzberg Gershon
Schoemann Shloimy
Stone Shimon
Sussman Kalman
Wakszul Dovy
Shmuli Frankel
Alexander Herbstman
Shlumiel the Polak
Shlomo Tepper
Yossi Beinhorn
Tuli Abramczyk
Mo Weeds

was called Jake and not Yaakov and was looking for his hat and is the number 1 back scratcher and he
is C.A.Mascot
had 16 nicknames and got poked in the ribs by every camper and is camp’s mascot
caught the pollak red-handed from trashing Reuven’s hat box
has the cutest laugh in camp and hates Mosey Kaplan’s night activities, and stays up all night
was the starting 5 on the Passaic basketball team and lost his hat in camp
didn’t give an invitation to Reuven to Duvie’s chasunah and has the most contagious laugh
has a Cleveland accent and will smile every time you mention Newtel
has the deepest voice in camp and thinks he knows Meir better than his counselor
is too busy drinking from the “well” and is trying to act like a counselor
his counselor thought he was Tzvi and was never on the same team as Tzvi
his counselor thought he was Moshe and was never on the same team as Moshe
was too busy reading his books
was too busy singing along to the music
was too busy playing football with Shimie and lost his hat in camp
stole Reuven’s hat and scared everyone with his fake hand and foot
was too busy playing off the step with a hocky stick
was too busy playing football with Yehuda and is not a stoner
does have a middle name- Klonimus, and steals Yaakov’s chair by Shabbos meals
partied away with his bunk for his Bar Mitzva and has the cleanest toes in camp
was the hardest working rotator, is paranoid of almost everything
was the best first seder chavrusa
threw out all of bunk Yud Daled’s hat-boxes
trying to become the top closer in New York
being the best bro
is titled Rabbi, Maggid Shiur, Cutie, Shtoltzer, Torah Vodaaser
was teaching and Yaakov’s ninja moves, R’ Wolf imitations, and putting his ( ) in the ur

July 15- Visiting Day. It NEVER rains in Ruach Country. Staff
Play entitled “The Swindler”. Thank You R’ Finkelman
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Meir Rabinowitz

Eliyahu Lankry

Hi, this is Eliyahu Lankry speaking, the counselor of bunk Tes Vov. . .
Yup, the bunk with 2 shelves and a fridge instead of a cubicle! But why
don’t I have one??
C Lankry Eliyahu
JC Rabinowitz Meir
Ackerman Menachem
Frischman Yitzchok
Gelbard Mordy
Gluck Simcha
Greenberg Tzvi Eli
Karman Yehoshua
Kay Zevi
Schuck Aryeh Leib
Sprei Moshe
Vogel Zevi

Why do I need one, I’m always in the kitchen?
Camp felt bad for the J.C. who doesn’t even sleep in the bunk.
I need my counselors to protect all my random un-fried foods in
the fridge.
Hey! Look at the bright side; we’re the only bunk which has a
public couch, and an iPod Gemach
We had to make space for my Snapple’s, tradition soups, and in
case bubba Danny wants to visit, and of course to protect my
cream cheese and lox sandwich.
Why should he get one if he’s not the tallest guy in the bunk?
I got a cubicle instead of him!
What do you mean, a Kohen should go first?
Much easier access to my Oreo’s, potato chips, cereal, water
bottles, Mike and Ike’s, my George Foreman, Mojo in the morning,
and my occasional nap
Camp wanted to make a Lakewood section in the bunk. (Oh
you’re from Flatbush?!)
Censored… Just kidding. So my counselor can have easy access
to the container of worms to feed Henry, Ted, and Jake.
Why should one Sfardi get a cubicle and not the other one?

July 16- Magic Show, Rabbi Neiman throws Reuven Tepper out of the gym for OAR breakout.
Generals are Yechiel Aharanoff and Chaim Aharon Gross.
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Kalman Drillick

Chaim Fogel
________ Can Be Followed @:

C Fogel Chaim
#ownage. That will be all.
JC Drillick Kalman is the best jc of all time, had to sit on that side of the table (or with the other jcs), got his phone back, is a cuty (from Meir RabinowitzJ), goes to sleep at whatever
oclock at night, went on a pontooning off day (hashgacha protis ownage), wasn’t shamai’s jc (sorry), love you Kalman!! #cutie
Bloom Avrohom
3 point beast avrohom knocking them down by 7th grade color war, OMG way too hot in here gotta fan myself (schoor halbertal etc) followed by a high pitched
shreak (no questions should be asked), avrohom thanx again for another awesome summer! #seeds
Cohen Tzviki
I need ur phone to hear that _____ ringtone (weird), oreos and whatever other type of food I have water bottles etc, did not have a ‘visiting day’ rather a king bbq
instead, and of course the way to go is ORIGINAL seeds (27-12 domination), now im at the office, don’t leave us early tzviki! Ur a beast enjoy! #familyguy
Fishman Eliezer Oh Mazel Tov our siblings are engaged baruch hashem, finally got that shot back (city to the rescue), has ins with every counselor in camp, has a whole bunk bed
to himself lucky you, and made the right decision eli we did it youre a beast (as you always knew)! #top5
Friedman Yosef Yehuda yehuda, you are just all over the place thanx for all the help by the carnival it was majorly needed, puts on tefillin (and a tallis) in middle of the summer
while making everyone jealous of us for those doughnuts, can’t wait to see all the videos you took! #allover
Goldschmidt Zevi
Masmidei Hasiyum in a private booth no big deal (no Hillel you’re not invited), does NOT complain about the trades, is addicted to the psp (get off my back), is
the official colored yarmulke guy (weird #2 red blue brown any other colors just throw in he will wear it), is keeping the other side (yes you guys are the ‘other side’) of the table in control, is maskim to me about (mike and) ikes on Shabbos and someone said a corny joke NEEYAH!! #schmidt
Gruen Ezzi
Ezzy EZzy EZZy EZZY: EZZY on 3, 1-2-3 EZZY! where do we begin, uses my phone for ringtones and nothing else, owns (or so they say) a psp (Nati Abramczyk weird
#3), ok we’ll finally give him credit for that 30 point game, became the BLUE general and won (sorry nissim), e,e,e,g,g,g,b,b, B there it is heheheh, loves to schmooze with R’ Karfiol
(with that voice accent) by shachris every morning, and it’s a disaster, ezzy beast it up in Temimah! #ranch
Jurkowitz Pinchos Pinny J. broken finger but can still play and dominate sports, is ‘always’ by learning groups, sits next to me by the Niagara trip, has to put up with kalman this year
in shar hatorah guess it’s a full year job Pinny youre mamish awesome wish you were sleeping in the bunk hatzlacha dude! #bannedfromlake
Katlowitz Nissim Avrohom “And your Lt General is NISSIM KATLOWITZ!!” Nissim you were an incredible general, is just one great ball of fun why he makes up #1, sleeps right
across from me, mezuzah (v’hameivin yovin), Katty youre a rockstar thanx again for an awesome 2nd half, iyh will dance with you by the bar mitzvah!! #teamred
Kohn Yossi switched from romimu to join us, brought a 5 foot frog into the bunkhouse (weird #4), does not stop laughing for some odd reason battery never dies out, is a beast by
basketball grabbing one rebound after another, has a burberry cap (weird #5), is meilechs brother in law and is just awesome because he switched from romimu (had to mention it
again)! #mustardonsteps
Kramer Efraim Fischel”s right hand (literally left foot) man, also came back early for our bbq on visiting day, sometimes at random hours during the day just lets loose and goes
crazy (ya that would be weird #6), brings back dad’s cinnamon buns for his counselors (maybe next time), Ephraim you’re that go to guy thanx so much for all your work! #congamen
Levinger Hillel
Hillel, I can’t believe the summer is ending already it’s not fair. Trades trades trades aint gonna happen (Schmidt, Sussman), has a brother in camp (laundry obviously), is someone that just gets hooked up with everything dude, learns mussar with Yehuda G, Hofachta, AH AH AH, (and iyh by G.S.) just nonstop solos (you’re welcome you were
convinced/forced), knicks beat nets in a huge 2 on 2 (keeps Kramer quiet), IT WAS YOU! hatzlacha Hillel you’re incredible! #beast
Levitansky Shloimy Shloimy shloimy shloimy welcome to our crazy bunk, wish you were here 2nd half, getting random calls Motzei Shabbos yes theres a romimu game, hangs out
with pinny all day, you should’ve been here all summer shloimy thanx for giving us some of your time 2 nd half! #daycamper
Schorr Shragi was the only guy by switch by night activity you were incredible shragi, is a chasam sofer boy, was in my bunk 2 years in a row (you’re the best), yaamod yosef chaim
shraga feivel halevi (woah), you were a great addition for the bunk thanx for being a sleepaway camper this half! #geshmakster
Smith Pinny PINNY U R THE DEFINITON OF AWESOME!!! Seriously if they redo webster’s dictionary you would be the definition of it Ahem boys, got a major lawn mowering over
his head in middle of the summer, completely made that hike so so much fun, soaked (and ruined) his sneakers on niagara trip switched to our bunk an overwhelming standing O for
you, pinny don’t stop smiling you’re the greatest! #awesome
Steinberg Yisroel Meir Mr. Energy you are a clown and awesome the same time! Is legit the grill master of the world thanx for all the work (bbq sauced up hands) by the Q’s you’re
a beast, showed up by the melava malka and danced up a storm, learned with his brother, yisroel meir behave in YSV see you around monsey iyh! #energy
Tepfer Dov
Dovi the big hookup with the cinnamon bun it was so awesome! His visting day is rather known as Food Day (la chocalat, purple pear, iswirl, zishe’s, dougies), taught
me how to play guitar (hakshiva, haben yakir li), just owns hock, demands Friday pizza,eats his own food, dovi thanx for another awesome summer you are a beast! #hock
Viener Yehuda YUDA V. hits a clutch double in punchball in 7th grade color war (yes he stuck around camp a little bit to play this game), is so much fun to hang around with, does
lineup by his fathers shul and didmisses them section by section (how awesome would that be), see you around monsey iyh!! #baismikroh
Vizel Nachi Nachi Nachi Nachi where do we start with you clown:
had a bar mitzvah (crowne plaza) which lasted 4 days (weird #7),
gets his own pizza, dougies, etc… goes fishing at all hours in the
day (and night), is always on time to curfew, shtells a breakfast to
the entire bunk (sperling), Nachi thanks for coming to our bunk this
half you’re awesome and a great guy (still next door to Yaakov),
hatzlacha youre a beast!! #believenachi
Weiss Fischel
Fischel who?? Just joking im pulling your leg
(NEEYAH), chills on the porch like nobodys business, redid his cast
for 3 days (weird #8), was by learning groups every single day (sure
sure), Fischel it was awesome having you around Hatzlacha and iyh
next summer at full strength! #patrioticleg
Wiederman Yossi Ba ba dum ba da dum Yossi Weiderman last
on list but 1st in beastliness! Went outside by meals ‘just’ for 5 minutes, sleeps while completely suffocating the same time, switched
teams by 7th grade color war, has gartel fights with Hillel, yiddisher
siddur (had to throw that in again this half sorry dude), Yossi you
don’t know how awesome you are thanx for an awesome summer!!
#yiddish

July 17-First Day of OAR, 3 Sports activities, Cheer Songs, Skits
and Pantomimes.
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Nechemia Leffel

Yehuda Gold

Bunk Yud Zayin had an epic 2nd half because. . .
C Gold Yehuda
JC Leffel Nechemia
Abraham Chezky
Chkechkov Yitzchok
Eckstein Yekusiel
Greisman Kovi
Hager Yehuda
Harris Yaakov
Helmreich Eliezer
Lang Eliezer
Laskin Shloimy
Lax Yehoshua
Lehman Menachem
Magid Tzvi
Pinter Yossi
Teitelbaum Avrohom Y.
Toledano Yosef

had the most pumping, geshmake, rocking bunk in the whole camp
was an awesome JC, I appreciate all of your help!
owns A & F, and will keep dominating sports
would stay in camp for the entire second half
father broke out Color War
sweeps the floors
would help Zack sweep the floor
would wake up at 5:30am to learn with Zack
will still be asked “are you related to maneuver?”
would one day be a color war general
will follow in his brothers footsteps
wouldn’t get his shirt soaked with Feinstein’s gatorade
would figure out who our division head is
would fall out of bed and still be sleeping
will be convinced Aryeh W. is engaged
will still be taking pix for his counselor
gave his counselors ties

July 18-Second day of OAR, Sports activity, Races, Banner and
Plays. Orange team of Bayis Rishon wins!
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Daniel Cywiak

Shamai Whitman

If___was marooned on a deserted island yet to be discovered
roaming with Shimshy’s campers, he…
C Whitman Shamai –

would still be “tho thpectacular, tho thuper and tho thpecial” JC Cywiak Daniel Yitzchok – wouldn’t because whiskey
would find him, and if not then Ari would find him to make him sit on his bed (thanx 4 that first night btw – I didn’t 4get
about it J) and he may have not even ended up there in the first place cuz he wuz sleeping and missed the boat
Braunstein Moshe –
wouldn’t because he would be in HAMACHANEH!, Moshe get out of bed! “But in hamachaneh”, Moshe get out of bed!
“But in hamachaneh”, Moshe get out of bed! “But in hamachaneh,”
Chemtob Eliezer –
will win neighborhood day
Einhorn Yehudah Aryeh –
would find a cocoa club on the island so he could wake up thuper early and be on time every day – Rock on! Would buy
a yacht And would find someone else on the island who needs him 2 sweep 4 them (thanx J)
Feinstein Aaron –
would be giving concerts, still be going 2 sleep very early, find a natural source of ketchup, wont have anyone 2 hate
and would find a phone 2 call Zolty
Feinstein Shadow –
WOULD GET A NAME!!!!! And would continue 2 be awesome – seriously, Yossi (see he has a name) u were awesome
thanx J
Greenwald Pesach –
would take time 2 work on his rap career, Pesach get out of bed!
Illes Avrohom Yitzchok –
would continue 2 eat pinapple and win OAR
Mandel Moshe Yisroel –
would win color war AGAIN! And would adopt a chimpanzee
Merenstein Eliyahu –
Eli get out of bed! Would be floating around in a boat somewhere off the island instead of being on the island where he
wuz supposed 2 be and would become the chief photographer for the AP
Mitnick Yakov –
would find someone on the island 2 call him a cheater in volleyball (seriously, ur a beast J), hate the grand sing, play
with a yoyo, drive things in places he shouldn’t (hint hint wink wink J), wear crazy bright ties and
Schwarzman Shmuli –
Wouldn’t be, Abecrombie would find their best customer! Would make an awesome bar mitzvah (seriously, wuz awe
some! Mazel Tov J), Shmuli get out of bed! (Just Kidding, ur always on time!) Would continue to be big, tough, and loud
Teitelbaum Elazar –
would be bored without Moishy, and would continue 2 be called by lots of different names
Tress Elimelech Gavriel –
the island would be discovered because u cant miss Tress (Jk J), HEY MAN! Eli get out of bed! Would find counselors 2
hock with, T-RESS, would continue 2 talk and sing in a very deep voice and would claim 2 be related 2 the person who
started the island
Yakubov Moishy –
would be bored without Luzy, and would get a flashlight so he wouldn’t get lost on the island
Zafrani Moshe –
Would bring Chemtob to the island 2 sleep in the bed on top of him
Ari –
would find people on the island to start ruckus with, find duck tape, become the league scoring champion – U SURE
WERE!(I knew u had it in u! J) and would discover a source of residue
Aryeh –
wouldn’t be he would still be in TOMO, would become learning director and run the grand bechinah (R’ Feuer Just Jok
ing, ur awesome!),keep the island neat and clean like a cubicle
Y MS –
would get a gr8 deal from Hertz on the island,
Eliyahu –
would find a way 2 still hook me up with Sefardi cholent, INVADE POLAND! And would get messed over for the first time
by the people running the island
Nati, Chaim, Yehuda , Aron, Yaakov,Reuven and Yitzy – wish I cud write a line for each one, not enough room – love working wit u guys! Its really
nice that there is zero shctultz in this camp Enough said J
Best Division Head Ever –
enough said J Seriously the best!
Yehudah Goldstien –
of course ur on the island, ur one of shimshys campers – and u k now all the lines already,loved learning wit u again, ur t
he best! J
All the head staff, staff and campers of camp agudah the past 12 years – Thank you for everthing, especially this year, I needed it – Thank You! J

July 19-Six Flags Agudah Day. Massive Amusement Park set up
on Camp Agudah’s grounds. Wonderful time had by all.
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Yehudah
Silberberg

Aryeh Wielgus

Place Cheesy Title here
CC-Aryeh WielgusJC- Yehuda SilberbergAri BarankerShalom BlauMoshe DornsteinNisan FetmanAvi FineTzvi GoldMayer JacobsAri KaufmanYitzi NussbaumAvi PruzanskyAshi SharfAvromy SchronYehuda Aryeh SchusterYitzchok TeicherAri Weingarten-

I’m not engaged… best learning rebbe in camp.. I want a raise
best JC IN CAMP… NO BUNK ARTICLE KIT
totally awesome…ill get you back.. I want to pour the water…zone
shuey’s son… whats your name on ds?..who sleeptalks?! I don’t…zone
keeps yehuda entertained… J-E-T-S…We’re going to CITIFILD!!!!!!!!!!!! MAYBE NOT… zone
CHNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCH (I get shatchanus)
kerplunk, kerplunk, kerplunk…totally cool…kerplunk, kerplunk, zone
complete nutjob, only cool cause Yehuda’s on the team..Ashi’s cousin, loosing LT.Tzvi, zone
pastrami, zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz, zone
im yeshsivish….broken finger…confiscated walkietalkies… zone
Avi Schillit.. morning showers…zone
PRUZE PRUZE… DS…J-E-T-S, ZONE
Check bunk tes-zayin’s article..zone
crazy…mr. broadway… I hate you… totally pranked…zone
life of the bunk..totally awesome..can I daven there…zone
baseball cards… I don’t want to.. which rule?...zone
NYBC… nisan’s cousin.. mickey…zone

July 20-Championship and world series games. First day of the
9 days.
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yitzchok Richter

Nati Gurwitz

If klipos were real, and the bunk smelled good then….
Bodner Avrohom Daniel
David Yakov Leib
Eichorn Tuvi
Filitchkin Zalman

Groveman Uri Yosef
Grunfeld Menachem
Halbertal Nosson Boruch

will meet nati in lake compounce, dominate baseball, sit on nails, & rock the dance moves
would have a sandwich maker, work for R’ Karfiol, be “buddy buddy” with Rick, & have an
official spot on the porch
would have a rocking smile, thinks he knows all the hock, get owned by nati in off the
steps, & score more points than his father
YEHUDA GAULD, FRIED FISH, CHACHA, TWIZZLERS, CHESS MASTER, KLIPOS,
DIBBUKS, R’ BALD,EVIL DR. FITCH, DAVID, DUMP, CALL A PLUNGER, FOOT BY THE
FRUIT, ARTS & CRAFTS, COULDN’T CARE LESS, SHUT THE DOOR, CHOLEH PATUR
MIN HAMITZVOS, SWIMMING KING, ‘DINEJAD, ROOT BEER AGED VANILLA …..
will learn with C.A. Gross, have neat cubbies/bed, scared of Yitzy, and get rides with Rabbi
Feuer
will love playing sports, go with his brother to the Siyum Hashas, put his feet on Zalman’s
bed, and have clutch tissues by Davening
will get a line in the yearbook, get hot peppers from Chaim on Shabbos, will be sick at

July21-Last Shabbos of the trip. Shabbos Gadol is
Rav Avrohom Chaim Levine.
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Junior Counselor

Counselor

Bezalel Bressler

Aaron Schilit

Nobody Likes Chaim Berlin Because…
Akerman Yossi
Brandys Yitzchok
Feigenbaum Chaim
Feigenbaum Dovi
Fruchthandler Eliyahu
Gelb Asher
Herzberg Shlomo
Kerstein Yosef
Kroizer Elchanan
Lasker Ari
Lundner Tzvi
Moskowitz Ozzie
Roth Eli
Schneck Ephraim
Schreiber Avromi
Shoob Elchonon Simcha
Wolman Dovi

takes pictures of his JC sleeping, “you hate me”
Doctor Brandys with his fancy English, Miami Boys Choir star
is a cuppycake
has too many cousins, and pounds snickers
thinks he owns Chaim Berlin, is obsessed with mojo
is in charge of the Chaim Berlin kiddush club, and chess master
missed the first day, and is going to masmidim next year
Joseph likes penguins, chiller
Elchy was in the color war play, and wrote the grammen for Olympics and
me me me
never misses lineup, got so many packages, and eats gala?
is NOT in chaim berlin, comes from Cleveland, and has the coolest hats
King Ozzie always goes to sleep early but not before learning
came in first place, pounds those sweats and gets everything from Arzel, chiller

zachin
got the most points in the home run derby, and always tucks in his polo shirt

is a beast, maja hocka
is a baal koreh, d-man!!

July 22- Awards ceremony, packing day for campers leaving.
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From the Desk of the Division Head,

To my 8th grade Campers and Counselors on the REAL sr. hill,
When Mordy Becker first asked me to write a yearbook article, I was thinking when is a good
time to write an article, often all we are so busy having an amazing summer no one has a spare
minute. Then it hit me the perfect time to write an article, walking from the REAL sr. hill to the Beis
Raphael. The walk is not that long, so I hope don’t leave anyone or thing out, but here we go.
Wow! What an amazing time we had on the real sr. hill summer. The great trip to camel
beach with brand new couch busses was superb. Thanks to my dear friend Rabbi Shilit for the great
trips and everything else he does in camp. How can I forget the late night trip to Fishkill with the delightful jacuzzi, sauna, basketball courts, racquet ball, and pool. Not to mention the great color war
that we just had. Such moments made this the best half ever. Oops, I must end this, I see
Beis Raphael up ahead.
Quick, let me add the most important part. Firstly I would like to thank our beloved director
Rabbi Meir Frishman for making camp happen. And when I say happen, I mean make it truly special
for all of us. To my fellow division heads and head staff members, especially Rabbi Wolf (Thanks for
the help.) thank you, it was truly a pleasure working with you this summer. My gratitude to Rabbi
Feuer for the group and everything. Rabbi Karfoil, I enjoyed working for you and I honestly couldn’t
have had a better head counselor to work for. To Rabbi Niemen, my dear Chavrusa, all I can say is
wow! You rose to that challenge, and thanks for everything. Of course to the great counselors of the
new senior hill, Krasnow, Aharonof, Schoenbrun, Abramczyk, and Rosner, you guys were just awesome thanks for putting up with me. Last but not least, and certainly most due, thank you to all the
awesome campers in the greatest camp in the mountains on recently added new sr. hill you guys
were amazing!!! All of you should make sure to ask for the REAL hill next year. I would love to write
more, but I’m already late. I was only able to write this part since now I’m walking to the Shul.
Sincerely,
Aaron Zev ‘HERBY’ Herbstman

July23-Last Day of First trip...Goodbye!!!
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Counselor
Ari Krasnow

Unspoken Thoughts
C Krasnow Ari
Bloom Shimon
Friedman Yehuda
Gelb Yakov
Gurwitz Elimelech
Heller Yeshaya Dovid
Himy Don
Hoffman Alti
Katz Chaim
Mashitz Dovid Noach
Neiman Pinchos
Nussbaum Pinny
Rogin Chaim
Schorr Dovid
Zolty Yechiel

you know me, I speak out ALL my thoughts
why won’t he give me another ices
I am the biggest Moshe Wiener fan
that football game was lousy anyways
wait, I’m not a staff member!
now if only the Jets could get Breaston
I don’t even want tradition soup, just driving him crazy
why is the choir so young this year
Ari is for sure gonna write about my twin
Ari is for sure gonna write about my twin
at least cleanup is only once a day
should have just stayed in chof hey
if only I had Garmasian playing left wing
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
there is no way my bunk article is going to make it

Dear bunk Chof Bais,
My real unspoken thoughts are why was I worthy to have such a great bunk? I had a fantastic summer, and it was all thanks to you. Hatzlacha Rabbah in high school, and don’t forget to call me every
once in a while. It’s a shame all good things must come to an end, but I’ll never forget bunk Chof
Bais.
Keep in Touch
Ari Krasnow
347-752-2145

24 First Day of second trip, welcome back old & new campers
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Counselor
Yechiel Aharonof
If Bunk Chof Gimmel wasn’t on senior hill and Yechiel’s 9th grade
bunk was a 8th grade bunk then. .
C Aharonof Yechiel
Besser Akiva
Bondy Dovid Shlomo
Botknecht Yossi
Dusowitz Doniel
Friedman Leiby
Lowenthal Yehuda
Miles Naftoli
Reznik Yisroel Meir
Rimmer Yaakov
Schnitzler Shaul B.
Smulowitz Avi
Cameo Moshe M.
Rupp Ephrayim

will still be sleeping with a white shirt on (ZZZZZZZZZZ)!
will still be …zzzzzz…huh. I davened Shachris already let me sleep
would still be the main actor in every play
would still be saying “Beerr-man” “Beerr-man”
would take over his brother’s place in Crafty’s Shack
will still be a Counselor with his brother’s in camp
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
would still be up and waiting for A.Z.H. to go to sleep so that he can take
a shower
would be the camp director, head of Hatzolah, Chaveirim, Shomrim…
would be the Mishnayos champion of the entire camp
would be in charge of all the Paramedics in the Flatbush Hatzolah
would be in charge of running leagues
to have Yechiel as a counselor again (on the real senior hill)
would still be working as my camper/rotator/counselor sorry I meant staff
member with Yehudah Aryeh Brecher

July25- First full day of camp, scavenger hunt for night activity
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Counselor
Mordechai
Schoenbrun

In 20 years from now. . .
C Schoenbrun Mordechai
Bruckenstein Yaakov Yisroel
Cameo Aharon Sion
Eckstein Ezzy
Elnadav Shlomo
Frank Meir
Frasco Yisrael Meir
Friedman Moshe
Kaplan Chaim Dovid
Kramer Menachem
Pearl Chananya Yisroel
Peykar Yaakov
Safer Dovid Aryeh
Shindler Ari
Zaga Yaakov
Shlomo Tepper
Shamai Whitman
Tuli Miles
Boruch Schoenbrun

will figure out if he should wear lenses or glasses and to be called
Chai or Mordechai
will continue to be called Bruks
will make his own Minyan just to get up when he wants
will finally hack into the Head Staff radio channel
will finally know what hock is
will still be listening to pre-recorded Yankee games
see Cameo
will win color war
will continue to rock!
see D.A Safer
will be owning the biggest photo company ever
Chai will figure out how to say his name right
will be head counselor just so he can make his own bunk
will still be trying to get everybody to 3rd activity
will continue to be awesome
will be the king of paintball
just putting your name in because you always put mine in
will still be trying to be more like Chai and trying to get in his bunk
will be awesome like his brother

July 26- sports tickets raffles
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Counselor
Yaakov
Abramczyk
When Bunk Chof Hey gets up on the bench to sing zemiros. . .
Halton Yosef
Kantor Yehuda
Katz Dovid Yehuda
Lew Mayer
Oshinsky Pinchas
Safia Eliyahu
Samowitz Mordechai
Schwartz Moshe Ezriel
Soufian Dovid Yossef

will still be talking to the staff members in the bunk
will always know the schedule
will still be making a lot of noise
will still be going over to R’ Wolf in the morning
will always be best in bunk (thanks for always doing the right thing)
will still be busy cleaning the bunkhouse
will still be practicing how to be quiet at night, even though he already
knows how to
will always be an Israeli (see you there)
will still be sleeping, copying Donald Duck, and Gottdiener

July 27- first Erev Shabbos of 2nd trip, entire camp turns out to
welcome Harav Shmuel Kamenetzky shlita
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Counselor
Yeshaya Rosner

Last will & Testament. . .
C Rosner Yeshaya
Baruch Tzvi
Bronstein Aharon Simcha
Friedman Yitzchok
Hexter Aryeh
Nathan Yehuda Shmuel
Rand Aryeh
Schiffenbauer Mendy
Sokol Shmuel
Wilner Yochonon

Senior Hill
To win a league game
My brother, my brother, my brother
Attendance sheets in on-time
The floor swept spotless
Moed once again
To come to camp even better prepared
The perfect coffee for Shaya
Questions, questions, and more questions
Curfew an hour later

July 28- Shabbos Chazzon, R’ Shmuel Kamenetzky is Shabbos
GadolR’ Fiefer gives the pre– Tisha B’av drasha
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Counselor
Yitzy Stern

In 20 years from now. . .
C Stern Yitzy
Bornstein Naftoli
Cohen Michael
Dabbah Eliyahu
Eisen Moshe
Friedman Yehuda
Gluck Mottie
Gottesman Yakov Tzvi
Greenberg Dov Ber
Halberstam Yosef
Koenigsberg Yisrael
Kriger Chaim Aron
Michaeli Dovid
Schoemann Moishy
Stein Yirmiyahu Meir
Tolchin Yitzchak

I will get a curtain in my cubicle
will still be having surprise birthday parties
will meet me and talk to me in a Yeshivish sing-song
will still be still be saying jokes at the top of his lungs at 2am
will never have gone on a water hike again
will be the Vecker
will have been the most underrated scorer
will hold a teaching position in YKP
will still be putting food on my plate and interesting stuff on Yisrael’s
will be an accomplished 34yr old
will put Bobby Fischer to shame
will be dominating leagues
will still help me clean up my spills (and with everything else)
will position his bed far away from the door
will still have the most e-mails
will be playing volleyball

Thank you guys for being the best bunk in camp! Keep in touch!
Cell: 347-831-5806 Home: 718-258-1735 Israel: 052-712-7964

July-29 Tisha B’av
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Counselor
Chesky Berman

Wtbry….humm….yup….
C Berman Chesky
Banash Moshe Yehuda
Cohen Yaakov Kopel
Diamond Zevi
Frischman Avrumi
Ghoori Chaim Yehuda
Greenspan Shaya
Gutman Yechiel
Lax Yochanan
Nekritz Zevi
Neumann Mordechai
Rosenberg Yosef
Silber Shmuli
Sochaczewsky Elly
Tress Yitzchok
Zola Yanky
Ari Klerer
Tullps
Henoch
Fix
Heinz
Yankel
Roz

THE KING!! WTBY!! SEE YA ALL THERE!!!
Hans! Watup bro?! “Are you giving me attitude?” lol rock’n good times! KIT
KUPPSS!!!! Passaic! (gonna miss the cuz duo!) shteig away!! Is Passaic out-of-town?! KIT
TV!!! Oh ya! Keep’n it alive! Valedictorian!!! Rock those early regents!! Tell sommers to go easy on ya! J lol
G’luck KIT
ABLES KNEIDLES!!!!! Veretzky vooos!!!! Lol don’t pound too many butas!! Keep on shtieging! KIT
Hockey @ night?! WHAT!! J! Rock’n the Sephardi chulent!! Oh ya! Keep the socks on by volley! Shteig in
YFR!!! KIT
Vekker shaya! That’s wats up!!! Youre the bomb! Vertzky vooooss! Keep ables in shape!! Lol KIT
ok ok, the glass was put in!!! Better l8 than neverJ! Pound that 3 pointer! That’s right!! J KIT
THE VIDEO KING!!! Rock’n those super l8 nights! WHAT?! I DIDN’T SEE ANYTHING!! LOL Musical bunks!!
KIT
LAKEWOOOD!!! Musical beds! (Is there more cubbies??!! J) Bring your cousin back!! Keep an eye on tress
in lkwd!! KIT
JC!!!!! MOOKEGE!!! ROCKER!!! Keep off those dailys (bbq visiting day J)!!!! My fav DJ! RUCKUS!!!! Hope to
see ya in the berry!!!! KIT
BEST IN BUNK!!! The man that kept the bunk spirit alive! You put the awesome into chof ches!!! Yup,see ya
around!!! KIT
ROCK’N MILLSTEINS!!!! (cough… traitor) J I heard they knas for shachris; good luck with that!!! J shteig
away!!! KIT
SOCKAGE!!! Mesivta Shalom Schane!!! You’re a beast! My main man!!! KIT
Lakewood doesn’t rock; but chesky does!!! Oh ya!!! That’s right im king!!! Keep elly gav under control!! J KIT
POUNDING TEMMINAH!!! Seat in the front! Rock’n the beats! Yipwap! J KIT
wat up lil bro!!! J can’t wait for your bm!! Vayaitza yaakov meebeair shavah…..
I AM A SHADCHAN!!!
Are you coming or going?!?!? Gonna rock Israel on suucas!! That’s what up!!
The TRUE color war winner!!! J thanx for the hookup!! (reismans)
if I would start listing the hookups, I would be here all day!! You’re one giant hookup!!!
you better pull through succas! Stop annoying sofia! J
SUCCAS BABE!!! OH YA!!!

July 30- music, haircuts, fleishig is back!! Fishkill & skating
trips
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Counselor
Avi Heineman

If we wear pink on visiting day. . .
C Heineman Avi
Altman Gershon
Ansbacher Dovid
Augenbaum Aharon Yaakov
Gancz Shimshi
Goldschmidt Mordechai
Gross Avrohom Yosef
Itzkowitz Chaim
Merzel Yitzchok
Obermeister Mordechai
Safamanesh Yaakov
Schachner Ruven
Schron Yitzchok Aryeh
Schwartz Elimelech
Siegfried Yehuda
Stern Moshe Dovid
Tepper Zevi
Yoffe Yisroel
Shlomo

has done it before
the laundry would be color full
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
would definitely wear one
does the tape come in pink?
would never wear pink
ewww
would meet the meatologist
chas v’shalom
not allowed in morris
it goes with the awesome pizza
is way too quiet for pink
the JC is allowed
will always be a Ruach Country boy.
not accepted in Lakewood
can’t cut it with the knife
singles is the way to go
father won’t care
tnx for returning my polo!!!!!!!!!

Dear bunk chof tes, tHx for a truly amazing 2nd half!! I really had an awesome time with you guys
and I really hope you enjoyed yourselves as well. I wish you all much hatzlacha in your new mesivtas and I hope to hear from you in the near future. Kit your counselor AVI 718-490-3801

July 31- Baseball game vs. Head Staff; R’ Karfiol plays 3rd base
Score: 30-3 staff
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From the Desk of the Division Head,
As I sit down to write an article about Senior Leagues I don’t know where to
start. The first half flew by; we had amazing trips, Niagara and Fishkill were a blast.
Each and every day in camp was great. We had our very own exclusively for Senior
Leagues, Beis Refoel. Besides learning groups we had 75 boys learning by night kollel.
We had Fartoogs, mini trips, carnival, we went on a trip out of camp every week, it
was a fantastic first half. Then came second half... We went on super trip to
Camelbeach, we were all truly inspired by the Siyum HaShas, and went on a special
trip to Fishkill. Tuli made a Siyum on Masechtas Taanis with thirty ninth graders. We
had BBQ’s, Kumzitz, intercamp games…
Everyone should pack with them the great time we had in camp in both Gashmiyus
and Ruchniyus, and we should be Zocheh to be in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim next
year.
Kol Tuv,

Rabbe
Cell - 917-561-9380

August 1- SIYUM HASHAS!!!
Thank You Avi Schilit for arranging the busses!
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Counselor
Eli Fogel

For Every Time 9TH Grade OWNED The 8TH Grade…
C Fogel Eli
Aberbach Shloime
Abramczyk Yossi
Chait Dovid
Drillick Shragi
Gellis Chaim
Gluck Shmuly
Goldberg Eli
Izsak Shaya
Jacobi Michael
Kriger Shmuli
Levitin Shmuel
Markstein Binyomin
Salamon Moshe
Shalitzky Avrumi
Shapiro Eliyahu
Slomovics Ari
Weinberger Shimon

started another Ownage chant and was the best general and counselor in camp. Thank you for
a great summer.
got up on the benches (by himself) and ACTULY sang by zemeros
rotated a bunk, added another fan to his collection, said another corny joke & music video bed,
and davened for the amud (no it wasn’t to slow)
wore his cap, gave out nosh, and got an e-mail
had the “best” sleep this afternoon
scored another goal and came late to mincha
played another chess game and explained how to play
rotated bunk tes zayin, and cried about wanting to rotate lamed
went to sleep…all day
put on another pair of jeans and gave out more freeze-pops
still had a top bed
went to the city a 3-day vacation
shook the bed and found out who another member of the head staff was
got another radio and hocked up the staff
hocked up his best friend Yitzy Richter & told us about how great yeshiva camp was while planning next year’s summer
was found rapping and drumming in the shower house
was playing second base on the baseball team and pitched a shut out vs.8 th grade in baseball
was dribbling with his left hand and was lifting weights

We’d be BEYOND OWNING the 8th grade

Bunk Lamed- thanx for the greatest summer of my life.
Remember; THE CHASUNA IS ON NOVEMBER 18th AT ATERES AVRAHAM IN WILLIAMSBURG. CANT WAIT TO DANCE
WITH YOU GUYS!!

August 2- Baseball vs. Catzkill Superstars Agudah wins, first
ever mass bbq and kumzitz with bonfire
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Counselor
Shlomo Fixler

Fix will get married, move to Israel, and have everyone
over for a meal when. . .
C Fixler Shlomo
Censor Zevi
David Shimon Yehuda (JC)
Gold Dovid
Gold Gershon
Goldstein Yisroel Tzvi
Jankelovits Yekusiel
Lang Boruch Mordechai
Lefkowitz Yehuda
Lev Yaakov
Luftig Naftali
Panigel Yonatan Tzvi
Schlesinger Mordechai
Smith Sruli
Soloff Shlomie
Teitelbaum Yisroel Nachum
Michael Aryeh Davids
Chanoch
Eli Fogel
Chaim Fogel

makes aliyah
gets his head out of the mirror
enough said
gets a real taste for music
smiles all the time
gets his bed back
has a real chance against Eli Fogel
acts crazy
screams
comes to Brisk
plays like a big man
sees zevi kahn
knows all of fix’s friends from Montreal
gets real glasses
gets up without being poked or prodded
sees R’ Matisyahu
keeps his name, and visits Israel with HIS crocs
visits Israel (yeah right)
goes back to Moshav Nov, and comes to R’ Elefants Shuir
goes to Steins

August 3- Another gorgeous Erev Shabbos in Canp Agudah
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor
Yehuda Levi

Ary Katzenstein

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Binyamin Levinger

Head Counselor

Mordechai Rupp

Yehuda Schwebel

I can’t go to sleep because. . .
C Schwebel Yehuda
CC Levi Yehuda
CC Levinger Binyamin
CC Rupp Mordechai
CC Katzenstein Ary
CCC Stern Aharon

I’m making sure nobody buys anything in the canteen
I have to be OD
I’m reading
I need to go to “ Staff Appreciation Night”
I’m doing laundry
I have to make the Lamed Bais video

Anton Meir
Cohen D'niel Ezra
Compton Eliyahu Noach
Davidowitz Yehuda
Kamenetsky Eliyahu
Mandelbaum Eliyahu
Mendlowitz Yisroel Meir
Phillip Dovidel
Snow Moshe

My Rav said I don’t have to
I left my heart in Fresco Frisco
I need hamburgers
“one second, one second, I’m going, I’m going”
I’m the JC
JA is waking me up
I have to visit Tuli
I have to go to cocoa club
I had to, that’s why

August 4- Shabbos Nachamu, R’ Reuven is the Shabbos Gadol
Pruz sings by Meiave Malka
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Counselor
Chanoch Glicher
Random Quotes and What Not
Chanoch Glicher- RC-

Why don’t I know any of my campers names?????.... Sickest rotator in camp….. Awesome, no BBQ!!!....Im really on the head staff,
that’s why I got this radio…..Who needs Bais Rephoel??? I got the DC Minyan…..YOOOOOOO!!
Eli Axelrod –
Always sweeping up bunk….. carrying around artscroll all day…..why am I cleaning Fogels grill again?.....Im on the baseball team,no
im not,yes I am…..
Moshe “Mo” Berger –
Gimme back my iPod!!!!….. Rotator joke wasn’t funny first 196 times…..pink eye….. why do I have a Jaguars jersey anyway….there
are like 6 guys we have nothing to write about (youre one of them)….
Michoel Aryeh “Mitch” Davids – Big Bad Mitch…..who are the top 5 PGs?….. If only I could pick my whole league team, oh wait I did…..this
bunk plays such yeshivish songs…. Yo MA is so shady!!!
Tzvi Frischman –
Enter Classic Line Here-Will be Director in 20 Years (chill I wrote more)…..6th man on 9th grade team but never plays….. steal my
screaming by the song…..STAND UP STRAIGHT….Random late night snack
Menachem Hartman –
Hmmmmmm Breslov probably has drums…..BUSTED!!!!.....Im talking to a family member on the kosher phone, yeah SURE you
are….. No im not in Gross’s bunk (gotcha)….
Zevi Kahan –
wheres my dvar torah…..indoor voice…..Why am I in this bunk, I hate the 5 towns….. Stop coughing in your sleep!!!!..... These
beats are awesome!!!! (so nerdy)….
Yossi Kleinbart –
“SHEESH”….. Vogel is my best friend!!!!..... my mothers gonna call soon…. Stop borrowing my phone!!!...
Yitzchok “Izzy” Krasnow –
Should I run on the right side this year????….. I hate these describe songs, why do we play such non yeshivish songs in this bunk…..
Cant wait to go to Darchei….. bored, lets sing old alma maters
Chemi Levine –
I wonder what I should wear to the grand sing???..... who are these two little twins that are next to me all day????..... Sick sneakers, never use them…..
Dani Menahemov –
My counselor hates me….. wheres the kosher phone….. I cant clean up the gazebo, I gotta go lip sync something….
Shmuli “Shmintz” Mintz –
ATTITUDE!!!!..... K-Tzad…… Take me to shoprite already….. Why are you good at hula hoops????..... right cause its so normal to go
shooting on visiting day (AWESOME)
Yaakov Moshe Nathan –
BUSTED!!!!…..why do I always get caught?….Undercover cop owned you…..Waterbury for 12th......K-Tzad…..ACHIM!!!!
Yisroel Neuman –
BUSTED!!!!…..7777......K-Tzad….I brought my violin!!!!oops its broken….Yo! Theres this stoner mouse under my bed! Its gonna eat
me!!!.... Get out of my room!!!!... ASAP and what not…..ACHIM!!!
Meir Aryeh Nordlicht –
So shady!!!!..... Where do you pop out of every time?????..... There are so many electronics in this bunk that I could fix up……
Tzvi “Rufus” Perlstein –
Hmmmmmm I agree with Hartman, breslov definitely has drums…..Busted!!!!..... K-tzad (halfway)….. Why is he always in the
shower when I call….
Shmuli “Teps” Tepfer –
“Yoooooooooooooo”..... Yo I was at most league games so I don’t have to go to this one…..no way we are playing more than three
games of volleyball……ACHIM!!!!
Yehuda Vogel –
Wheres the kosher phone????..... Kleinbart is my best friend!!!!!..... I always sweep the bunk!!! tell menahemov to do it…..
Meyer –
Classic you have nothing to rip me about so you make up something…… Mathews in the first round (or not)…..you owe Ari ten
bucks J….. Darchei or YFR…. That’s it im leaving Friday im so underappreciated….. They hate me…. SKETCHMAN!!!!
Tuli –
Eli (scratch that they hate TV) …..Pinny……Mom I don’t wanna hear about the past…… BW’s everywhere….. TOE BEE…. Howard
Johnson (good times)…. Waterbury needs you. You have spunk…..Shemira team….HEAD STAFF BABY!!!!
Shlomo –
Racoon #1 and Racoon #2 are looking down on you….. Power hour really does work….. How could they kill the main character in
season 3????...... Andre, Pete, Kevin, Ruxin, Taco (next one soon)….
Eli –
MI KIAMCHA YISROEL….. sick cinnamon buns…..Israel for Elul zman (no chance)
Fix –
Garf pesach time(mazel tov)…..Succos in Israel (for real this time)….. Waterbury after pesach
Undercover Cop - GOOD JOB!!

August 5—Visiting Day Basketball vs. old-timers Agudah wins
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Counselor
Tuli Abramczyk
When Tuli & Chanoch officially join the head staff, get their own
golf cart, and join BP shomrim, then…
Berger Eliezer
Braunstein Simcha
Fink Shalom
Hamburger Moshie
Krzywanowski Shmuel
Leizerowski Mordechai A.
Leshkowitz Yehoshua
Mayerfeld Shimon
Neumann Eli
Ollech Shloime
Pearl Yaakov Zev
Rabinowitz Michael
Salamon Yehoshua
Scheff Aryeh
Weinberger Mendy
Weinstein Ahron
Weinstock Kalman
Rabbi Wolf
Yerucham Sciff
Yaakov
Chanoch
Aron Zev
Fix
Eli
Avi H
Chesky
The Team
Jack R
Chaim
Meir
Tuli

will spend every Shabbos in Bnoseinu
will be voted the most mature and quiet kid in camp
will be the head of the COFGTA!! J
will get his own walkie-talkie, and call R’ Wolf on it every day
will have stayed in Chanoch’s bunk 2nd half
will be the Rosh Yeshiva of Torah Temima and give shiur everyday in Mesechta chullin and Rambam

will teach Tuli how to play keyboard professionally
will be on the radio giving a show entitled “The Random facts”
will get a lifetime job in Camp gudah’s office
will be in masmidim
will be the s’gan Rosh Yeshiva in Torah Temima keeping Lazy under control
will be in my bunk a whole summer
will be the camp OD
will still be screaming at the 8th grade, start a campaign against getting up on benches, and trademark his catch phrase “Its over”
will be the head of the canteen, and come first to lunch
will be the head of the Passaic Police Department
will be an announcer of hockey games
will be head counselor
will really be in my bunk, and get me something from Bnos
will be on the hill with the same bunk
will still be making Lachatz at the head staff meetings, and give speeches on the topic of mi k’amcha Yisroel, and be frielach all the time
will still be Rabbi Wolf assistant
will finally understand the hock
will get pied on a date cortesy of Tuli and Chanoch
will have Yaakov next door
will be my Shadchan and night seder chavrusa
will be the subordinates
will get thrown out of camp
will make a massive gala siyum on masechta makkos
will be the most hooked up guy in camp so he won’t have to worry about a thing
will be allowed to leave on off days, go to munk, listen to Chanochs life issues, lead the grand
sing, be involved, wear a polo shirt, and shave

August 6- Mini Color War: Senior League 8th grade vs. 9th grade
Seventh Grade Olympics Red vs. Blue, Basketball vs. Mogen Av
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Counselor
Chaim Aharon
Gross
1st Activity

Bunk

Cameo Moshe Menahem

Friedman Daniel
Ginsburg Yechiel
Gunsburg Yisroel
Katzenstein Aaron
Lax Shmuli
Levitin Shaul
Rosenstock Didi
Rosenstock Yehuda
Schechter Nechemia
Schiff Yerucham

Costumes/ Grand
March
Where were you Chaim
Aaron…..?
Skateboarding

Schmoozing with
the bunk
Picture Taking with
Churba’s camera
Chilling…

Basketball Practice

Rose Picking

Picture Taking

Writing Letters

London

Monsey

Woodridge (?)

Staff Kid benefits

Bench Climbing

Sweeping the Bunk

Cleaning Fridge vs.
Churba
Learning!!!
(Shteiging!!!)
Hockey vs. Cameo

Vs. Romimu

Bounce Volleyball
vs. Katzenstein
Playing ball

Asking the bunk for
quiet
Awesomeness!!!
Playing Baseball

Mishnayos

Mishnayos (in
Breslov)
Shhhhhh (Shaul is
speaking!!)
Writing his counselors
bunk article
Serving Hot Cocoa

Bounce Volleyball
vs. Ginsburg
Catch with Sender
See Neumann

Wal-Mart (buying
Crocs)
Shtark!!!
(Finally!!!)
Rochester!!!

Building a Bonfire

Cahn Mordechai

Filitchkin Sender

3rd Activity

Building a Bonfire

Gross Chaim Aharon

Churba Shlomo

2nd Activity

Hockey vs.
Katzenstein
Cleaning Fridge vs.
Ginsburg
Moscow (knocking
down trees there)
Green Squid

Building a Bonfire
Not so shtark (not his
fault)
Rim Jumping practice
Arranging dates for
his counselor
Bunk Lamed-Aleph

Shhhhhh (Yisroel is
speaking!!)
Selling Fish

Bnos.
Bunk Lamed-Gimmel

Smiling!!!!!
Trying to figure out
his yearbook line
Mechina (First
Half?)
Bunk Lamed-Daled

August 7- Camelbeach Seventh grade goes to Niagara
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4th Activity
Shtark!!!
(Finally!!!)
Sefardi Minyan

Turning on lights

Breakdancing
Bunk Lamed-Hei

From the Desk of the Staff boss,
Wow!! As summer 2012 draws to a close, all I can do is think of all the amazing
memories of the most unbelievable summer ever. My heart is filled with emotion:
sadness at the end of a great summer, but joy and gratitude for another wonderful
summer in which we shared incredible times.
Though certain aspects of camp may change from summer to summer, one
thing has remained constant: the utmost devotion and hard work by all of you guys. You
guys all did a most unbelievable job, and are responsible for ensuring a summer filled
with fun and excitement for the campers in the greatest camp in the world.
Truthfully, you guys all made my job extremely easy and pleasant, and I am very
appreciative for that. Of all the most amazing summers that I have spent in Camp
Agudah, this year was surely one of the greatest ever
Though I do not have the space here to thank each of you by name I would just
like to take this opportunity to extend a hurtful THANK YOU! To every single one of you,
who all contributed to making this summer so very special. Though it is always difficult
to say “Goodbye” to Ruach Country for ten months, all the amazing times will live on
forever in the memories which we share. Camp Agudah is not just a two month vacation; rather, it becomes part of us all, a special piece of Ruach which we live with and
share together.
Thank you all so much again, and I hope that you all look forward to reliving all of the great memories throughout the
year until summer 2013 which is only 312 days from now!
Keep in touch 917-690-7703
sbresh@gmail.com

With much appreciation,
Sincerely,
Shimshy Brecher

August 8- LAZY DAY!!!!
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When the (unattached) staff members will listen to R’ Feifer’s speech before Tishah
B’av, watch the Chofetz Chaim Heritage Foundation video on Tishah B’av, collect wood for
the bbq and clean up from the bbq, sing by the kumzitz and clean up Whiskey’s bus
so that they can go to Fishkill, then. .
Head Counselors
Brecher Shimshy
Tepper Shlomo

will continue being the best head of the Js’s Lg’s and Dcc’s (this line got censored by Shimshy and was put in anyways)

will tell everyone what he does in camp (what does Shlomo do?…)

Specialty
Adelman Dovid N.
Biderman Yaakov T.
Goldberg Yitzchok D.
Gross Sasson
Lazarus Shlomo
Liberman Tzvi
Rupp Efrayim
Weinreb Boruch Nosson

will have an official seat less seat on the front of Whiskey’s bus, and won’t get hit by “other” bikers
will become a personal bodyguard for the gadol of the week
will work by the bike shop instead of the gate
will retire from his office job and become a full time waiter
will work with Boruch Nosson Weinreb in Bnos
will open up an arts n’ crafts shack all year round
won’t get hit square in the head with a racket ball (this time),
will work with Shlomo Lazarus in Agudah

Junior Specialty
Abramson Arye
Bohensky Dovid
Eisenstein Yehuda A.
Ely Yaakov Chonon
Frank Eliezer
Friedman Eliyahu
Gold Moishe
Goldwag Avraham R.
Hirth Yoni
Karman Reuven
Klein Meir
Kohn Aron Hillel
Rosenbaum Chaim Tzvi
Selig Yaakov
Silk Meshulam
Teller Shimon
Tress Moishe
Walzman Yanky

will finally be acknowledged for his HARD work
will get a real job in camp
won’t sleep by Masmidim anymore, and won’t grill every night
will retire from his career as an I.R.S. agent in the Kiddush collection division, and will do bike4chai next year
won’t be a jets fan anymore
will find more long lost cousins while he’s bored at work
will become a waiter, get his own IPod, become a professional barber, and work in the game room
will fix his flashlight by banging it even harder
will stop catching foxes in the woods, and stop adding electrolytes to the water in his camelback
will continue helping Shimon Teller by loading and unloading bikes
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will get his own key for the game room
won’t be so nice to be a test dummy for an amateur barber’s 1 st haircut
will become a life guard at the lake and stop using the raft
will see that there are better things in life than to join the Israeli army
will continue helping Reuven Karman loading and unloading bikes
will chant the Waterbury chant
will become an official “veker”

Others
Hirschel Yanky
Serebrowski Eli
Whiskey
Shmiel

will stop singing Uncle Moishe songs (in Chip munk version)
won’t be around the bikes when they break,
continue to be a jack at all trades, and continue
staying up the whole night coordinating Hatzalah
will stop eating everybody’s ice cream and start
biking again
will tip Shimshy for all the unattached staff members,
and wont just talk about it

August 9- Carnival Day! BBQ supper.
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If There Was a CODE-2 in the Pool. . .
Heads
Rabbi Pearl
Rabbi Meir Green (C-97)
Seniors
Flamer Shlomo Zvi (Dr.)

Greenspan Zvi (CS-5)
Srebro Ezriel
Beinhorn Yossi
Borchardt Sruly
Brecher Yehuda Aryeh
Heller Zelig
Ickowics Yehuda Leib
Knobel Reuven
Richmond Yechezkel
Shurkin Pinchus
Steinberg Binyomin
Pollak Shlomo Baruch
DJ Mitch
Juniors
Chicheportiche Reuven
Flamer Pinchas
Goodman Yitzi
Hamburger Yitzy
Klarberg Yoni
Mandel Eliyahu
Schiff Shmuel Simcha
Schorr Chananya
Teitelbaum Yehoshua
Vashovsky Yehuda
Hoffman Tzvi
Goldberg Efraim
Others
Eli Serebrowski
Yaakov Selig

Moishe Tress
Ernie
Max
Dolphin
Family “Little Anne”

would let it triple up and send it to the lake
would finally have a reason to chill and tell it to do the surf-bikes
would be the mean LG with the beard, try a waterpark rescue and standing takedown with Zvi,
get his running dive/flip turn down pat, and be the real Nurse’s Assistant…(but what would she
do…), and would own the pool radio
would dive in (?) and fish it out (but only after lunch)… FINALLY GOT THE NUMBER!!
would do his own laundry, sit at THE shabbos table, eat peanuts/sunflower seeds, be there at
the CODE-2, and would own the lake radio and maybe do work as the Head LG @ the lake
would name it “Flappy #2”… if he was there
would watch music, act on cable, and sing too much… “CHICKEN D’BORCH”
would say, … “you don’t belong here”
would let it roll over and tan until Aug. 20
YO! That’s cool, “shour shour”, sick puppy
would do nothing
would make a random chant for it and give it to Boneinu
would protect his umbrella (return it) and keep his spot
would send it “Zeidy” for הדרכהand fish in the lake (but not for fish)
would let it know who’s a senior LG, and throw it into the mud pile
would finally get a bunk
how do you pronounce that in English?
would go to Niagara, ask big bro what to do, and maybe after a while won’t be called “Little Flamer”
would throw it at the lazy senior Lifeguards (if you’d show up, you’d see that we work)
would work on his burn
will still be the hardest working LG at the Lake, but still won’t pull it out because he has a
hernia/mad sunburn…BRIT BOY!
would ask Whiskey for advice
would leave his headphones in Mechina
would finally get out of the pool
would stay in Morris and grow bigger Peyos
would be in the shack doing the strainers without gloves
would continue to teach lifeguarding
will always be a mass-guard
would come swimming in middle of
the summer
would use it to “fix” the boat, and get
kicked out of the lake (again) for
taking out the raft
would get the T-shirts on time
what come back to his real home
will become sober and clean the pool
will get fixed
will stop getting its ribs cracked

August 10- Yitzy Bald played Erev Shabbos music in the dining room
AM thunderstorms
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From the Desk of the Head Counselor
Is this really my last article for 2012? Just yesterday I said "welcome to the best summer of your life" to a bunch of
cheering campers and now its goodbye. Well you know what they say "time flies when your having the most amazing, unreal, spectacular, superb, fantastic fun time of your life" (or something like that anyway). Where do I start?
The davening, the learning, overnight at sports time U.S.A., Lake Compounce, roller skating, make your own pizza,
overnights, ice cream truck, bowling, shabbos in camp, night swim, melava malka, concerts, pastrami sandwiches,
OAR, color war, Camel Beach water park, Holiday Mountain, bounce on it trampolines, payday, hat day, pajama day,
carnival, swimming. I can really go on and on but I have a deadline. The fun and excitement just never stopped for a second. Who can forget
how I fooled everyone for color war breakout. We had the "unofficial" water fight. Every day was another memory. But my most favorite part of
camp was getting to know each and every camper. You’re all so amazing in your own way. Each of you with your own talent. To watch you play
ball with such middos. I ask mechilla if I might've hurt you in any way whatsoever. It was not on purpose at all. Now I would like to thank some
special people who made this summer possible.

Rav Meir Frischman - Words cannot express my hakaros hatov to you, for enabling me to work in this tremendous makom
torah. All the conversations and planning throughout the year really paid off. I know I have no clue how much you really do 365 days a
year for Camp Agudah, but thank you for everything!
Rabbi Shapiro - My right hand man. Whenever I needed you, you were there. Always with a smile and a joke (or at least an
attempt). Your creative ideas and advice is legendary. Your patience and character traits should be learned by all. Thank you for all your
hard work and long long hours. I can't wait to see your video. Oh and this was the last...........
Yoshi, Shmez - My second half division heads. Who else would hold my clipboard for me? You guys were always there to
check activities, getting the counselors up (even though they were up by the time you got there already) to helping with snacks. I could
not have done it without you guys. Hatzlacha in bais medrash next year
Pinny Jacobs - Thanks for joining us and always offering to help. Your video and camera adds so much to newsletters and to
camp.
Rabbi Bald - The best zmiros leader in the world. You do so much for camp. Concerts, music on Fridays, melava malka. You
added so much simchah here.
The Office Staff - For doing everything behind the scenes. All the coordinating and work which makes camp run so swiftly.
Whisky - The kids had a blast on the bikes. Thanks for always driving the counselors to Shoprite and for being such an awesome guy. It's always great shmoozing with you.
All of my counselors - I love you guys. I couldn’t do anything without you. Your the reason the kids have such a good time. All
the hard work, taking care of games, meals with such a geshmak. Making sure every kid is happy. I can't thank you enough.
Rabbi Avi Schilit - What don't you do? Buses, trips, t shirts, siyum hashas. I never saw someone work so hard. Thanks for all
your advice and help with logistics and ideas. You give camp all your koach and it's amazing.
Rabbi Karfoil, Rabbi Neiman - Thanks for showing me what it means to be totally devoted to camp. You never sleep and are
always thinking of ways to make camp more fun. Thanks for making me feel comfortable and making things so much easier for me.
I learned so much from you.
Rabbi Feuer. Thanks for all those winter phone calls. Thanks for all your advice the whole summer. Every speech you gave
inspired me. You taught how to be a team player. The way you run the learning groups with Rabbi Nussbaum is truly unbelievable.
I don't think there's another camp which comes close to what you do.
Rabbi Wolf, Rabbi Friedman, Rabbi Dabah, Rabbi Herbstman, Rabbi Elya Kaufman and Rabbi Kaplan - What a team! The talent
and geshmak cannot be compared. It was such a pleasure to work with such mechanchim and talmidei chachamim. It was a real amazing experience.
Rabbi Pearl - All those last minute swims. You’re always rolling with the punches. Thanks for everything
Rabbi Avraham Moshe Kaufman - Making sure every kid is smiling throughout the day. Thanks for all your advice, oh and for
getting me this job. I’m forever grateful!
R Shimon Newmark - I really got to know you better this year. 24/6 your on call. I never heard you raise your voice once.
Rabbi P. would be very proud of you.
Shimshy, Shlomo - My "unofficial" division heads. Thanks for planning all the trips for my counselors. It's amazing how it's all
done with such achdus. You guys are the best.
Sheya, Nesanel, Laz, Yisrael Teller, Maintenance Staff - Thanks for letting me use the golf cart. Thanks for fixing and making
sure the whole camp is running smoothly.
Chesky Richmond - Thanks for teaching me how to clap your hands and for helping with all the trips.
Rabbi Finkelman - What a tzaddik! I always learn how to treat people better when I'm around you. Thanks for putting on
amazing plays and for even letting me act in them.
Rabbi Schwebel, Shmuel Chaim, Meir, Mrs. Lankry and Kitchen Crew – You guys have the hardest job in camp; day in and day
out. Yearbook Staff - Thanks for the extra day to send this in and all your work. If I forgot anything (which I did, I’m sure). Thank you.
Oh!! How could I forget my former helper, Jack Kaplan. Thanks for all your advice and articles with the newsletter. We miss you here
and we are waiting for you to come back soon (I'll try to get you a job with maintenance... I know the guy in charge).
Most of all, thank you to Hashem for giving me everything I have and for giving us an amazing healthy summer.
I already started planning for next year and I can't wait to see you all in Agudah Yerushalayim. Please keep in
touch. mirmagic@aol.com

Rabbi Yisrael Majeski
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From the Desk of the Assistant Head Counselor

Whoa! What a summer that was! This was my ﬁrst summer here at camp
Agudah, and I must say, of all the camps I've ever worked at, this is deﬁnately
one of them! But in all seriousness, this has been one of the most memorable summers of my life.
It might be difficult for those who have been here for so many years to appreciate the beauty of
Camp Agudah, but let me tell you, it is unique in so many ways. When the
day camp had their Shabbos in camp, and my wife and I had the Zchus of eating in the
main dining room, we were blown away by the Zmiros. To have a few hundred campers
singing in unison led by Reb Yitzi Bald was really a memorable experience.
Being on the head staff with Rabbi Majeski was another real zchus for me. He
has so many unique talents. (Heʼs not just a really funny guy.) He was a real
mechanech for these children. Running a camp does not just mean being able to
organize a schedule and making sure the kids remain in their seat during the meals.
Every time a boy is sent to you to be disciplined, every time one camper is talking after
you count to “three”, you are put in a difficult chinuch situation. One camper might get
terribly embarrassed if you single him out. For another it might be necessary to embarrass
him. Its a real balancing act. I felt that Rabbi Majeski had a great balance of being
able to discipline the campers while at the same time trying to show them love. I think
they all felt this.
As for me, this summer was a learning and growing experience in so may ways.
I've learned so much from Rabbi Majeski, from our counselors, and even from the
campers. I thank you all for that. To the counselors, I feel like I had such a busy
summer that I did not get to express my gratitude as much as I should have. You guys
were amazing. You worked so hard. Both Rabbi Majeski and myself always spoke
about the all-star staff which we had.
To the campers, we tried our best to give you the summer of your lives. I hope
weʼve given you great memories for years to come. Remember Sports Time USA all night
long? OAR breakout with Reuven Tepperʼs teﬁllin? Rabbi Elbazʼs morning videos?
Basketball and dodgeball games with Rabbi Majeski and myself? Color war breakout?
(Day camp will have their own color war) Shabbos in Ruach Country? And who could
forget “stirring the chullent...is there a doctor in the house?”...
Have a great year guys! We love you!
Oh by the way, RABBI FRISCHMAN SAID ONLY TWO ON THE GOLF CART! PLEASE
STOP ASKING! Just kidding... See you next year!

Rabbi Eli Shapiro
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Menachem
Palley

Ushi Friedman

Co-Counselor
Moshe Levenson

In 21 years. . .
CC Friedman Ushy
CC Levenson Moshe
CC Palley Menachem
Ginsburg Yechezkel
Hellman Menachem
Jacobs Avi
Kazarnovsky Mordechai
Markowitz Moshe
Pearl Yitzy
Rosenbaum Michel
Rowe Shlomo Zalman
Turkel Yakov

will still play sports with the bunk
will still be drinking the hings tea
will be the bunks psychologist
will come to camp to play sports
will run a sports team
will own a canteen
will stay in camp a full half
will still update us on the food situation by breakfast
will still be eating ketchup potato chips
will still want to be in bunk Mem
will help run Camp Simcha
will be head lifeguard
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor
Aryeh Magid

Eli Schlosser

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor
Avraham C. Perlman

Mendy Bruckenstein

Bunk Mem Aleph’s
favorite hobby after shuffleboard is. .
CC Bruckenstein Mendy
CC Magid Aryeh
CC Perlman Avraham Chaim
CC Schlosser Eli
Grossman Avraham
Josefovic Mordechai
Liebermann Aryeh
Neuhoff Dovid
Found any
Paneth Shragie
similarity
Schuck Menachem
Slater Peretz
ketball and
Weiss Kalmy
Zahav Sruli
Yechiel Greenwald
Aryeh Kamelhar
Levi Eisen
Tuli
Hillel Greisman
Rabbi Majeski
Rabbi Karfiol

.

will give the whole bunk (including A.C.) ices if they can steal the ball within 20 seconds
wishes he was a staff day camp counselor
will know everything about camp and will do anything for his campers
will always give out turkey Friday night, will always sleep first activity and give out freeze pops…
to go swimming and to put salad dressing on his ziti, and beats his counselor (MCB) and 3 other
campers in shuffle board
to buy his counselor’s a soda (preffered Dr. Pepper) to get his counselor’s food and to learn how to
juggle apples. We still remember that catch we were playing dodgeball and you played first base,
nice catch
loves to show his counselors how quick he can climb the monkey bars. Will only eat rice crispies
for breakfast
to go to the canteen every day and buy a cup of Pepsi and a bag of popcorn and loves to mine.
treasure candy yet?
to ask his counselor for a free slush if he wins the game. Hope the heat win again next year, the
between Lebron and Shragie is their both good at basketball
to always be on time to all activities and to eat cereal without milk, and would always ask why
to dance and will be the best dancer with Mordy in counselors T-shirt and is the best Canadian bassoccer player
welcome to bunk Mem Aleph and loves to play dodgeball and the other team can’t get him out
to climb trees, hug his counselor’s feet (A.C) and to hang around after breakfast so he could make
his counselors salad out of milk, orange juice, eggs and sugar, YUM!!!
would always show off his muscles to his campers so they shouldn’t start up with him and is still
scared of bugs
has the most valueable and biggest possession
only has good to say about everyone
we will miss Freddy thanks for everything you gave us
wishes he slept in bunk Yud Tes
will one day learn to count to 3. Hatzlocha in L.A.
thanks for the most enjoyable summer, each year it just gets better, we can’t wait to be back Thanx
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor
Yehuda Goldstein

Hillel Greisman

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yechiel Geenwald

Aryeh Kamelhar

When Bunk Mem Bais stops eating sugar then. . .
CC Goldstein Yehuda
CC Greenwald Yechiel
CC Greisman Hillel
CC Kamelhar Aryeh
Bakst Moshe
Bokow Aron
Ely Mordechai
Finkelstein Boruch E.
Friedman Zvi Boaz
Guttman Lipa
Hamada Moshe
Hellman Eliyahu
Leff Yeshayahu
Martin Elyakim M.
Rabinowitz Gavriel
Schwarcz Aryeh
Sternstein Binyomin
Wilbur Shloime
Bienenstock Shmuly

who’s that?
will give Aron Bokow his shades willingly
will stop pranking people…disfunctional
will still let Greisman hog his bed
will still be smiling
still won’t be able to get greeny’s shades
will stop using his counselors as his private playground
will go somewhere without asking
will start to chant his own name
will be a Ruach Country boy
will leave 1st base where it belongs
will stop cooking breakfast with every food that’s on the table
will still not be with the bunk
will only wear Abercrombie
will change his cap
will be Kamy in a water fight at the pool
will stop trying to bring home those frogs
nothing, as he’ll never stop eating sugar
will still not be Darchei
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Kasriel
Zakutinsky

Dovid Lieber

Co-Counselor
Zevy Unger

In twenty years from now. . .
CC Lieber Dovid
CC Ungar Zevy
CC Zakutinsky Kasriel
Bergman Shea
Edelstein Tzvi
Eisenstadt Yisroel Dovid
Elias Shmuel Yitzchok
Ginsburg Yehuda Leib
Goldschmidt Tuli
Koppel Eliyahu
Leshkowitz Mendy
Manela Yakov
Moskowitz Simcha
Nussbaum Shabsi
Rabinovich Baruch
Yarmark Yaakov

will stop working (just joking)
will finally start working (just joking)
will stop working (just joking)
will still be berky turkeying around
will still want to be in his brother’s bunk
will be coordinator of the siyum hashas
will still come for the last two weeks
will be the loudest man around
will be partners with Yisroel Dovid Eisenstadt
will still be buying cans of soda everyday
will be the most mature put together boy in camp
will be Virginias, sorry, far rockaway’s best frog catcher
will still be answering voicemails + taking swimming lessons
will still look exactly like his brothers
will still be astar baseball player
will still come from Morris everyday

Spira Yossi
Levinson Shalom Ezra
Rabbi Majeski Shlita

will be another quality Lakewood kollel yungerman
will be an Irish stock trader
will open up a day camp with Avraham Moshe in LA
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Chaim Y. Wenger

Eli Neuberger

Co-Counselor
Dovid Rosenthal

In 20 years from now. .
CC Neuberger Eli
CC Rosenthal Dovid
CC Wenger Chaim Yitzchok
Bertram Matisyahu
Cywiak Avraham
Farkas Menachem
Gestetner Mayer
Herskowitz Shmuel
Katz Avi
Kaufman Chaim
Levitin Yisroel Meir
Lustig Eli
Marmurstein Yitzy
Mendel Benci
Mendelsohn Buri
Tovey Bentzion Shmuel
Zwick Chaim

will always call your cell phone even if he’s 5 feet away
will always be counselor of bunk Mem Daled
will always be there for his camper to climb on
will always be wanted in our bunk
will always be a boxer
will always be the best kid in camp
will always be by meals
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will always be good at basketball
will be in our bunk for a full summer
will always be with Bentzion
will always be vacationing in Florida
will always be our MVP
will always be a perfect camper
will always be mixing his potions by lunch
will always be with Yisroel Meir Levitin
will always get good activities from Herby

Spira Yossi
Shmez

will always be AWESOME
will always be KING
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Boruch Steinmetz

Dovid Davidowitz

Co-Counselor
Shuki Scherman
When the new gym is built, and counselors
drive golf carts then. . .
CC Davidowitz Dovid
CC Scherman Shuki
CC Steinmetz Boruch
Biberfeld Yehuda
Bodner Baruch
David Yechezkel
Ganger Gavriel Moshe
Gestetner Yosef
Gross Eli
Hellman Yitzchok
Jacobs Tzvi
Josefovic Yaakov
Kessler Chaim
Kroizer Yoni
Langner Tzvi
Mintz Daniel Meir
Seidenfeld Avigdor
Weinberger Chaim T.
Weiss Chesky
Young Yisroel

will still be giving birth on stage
will miss camelbeach for a wedding
will ref all games with his kosher phone
will open up a kollel in Camp Agudah
will come to camp for more than a week
will still be watching torahshows during shacharis
will still be watching torahshows during shacharis
will still be singing “I’m Yossi and I know it”
will own the canteen and sell pizza for breakfast
will still get away with pouring water over the head counselor’s head
will beat the Munk staff in dodgeball
will still be matching his twin brother
will be the quietist bull-frog
wil be the biggest professor
will own a snail and frog daycare
will be pitching for the staff team
will still get pied by his buddies
will finally gain some weight from all the food he eats
will be the strongest camper
will be Tzvi Langner’s CEO

Zalman Krasnow
Pesach Levitt
Zevy Unger
Weeds
Shlomo Teppper
Tuli
Zakutinsky

will stay for the BBQ, and not go play intercamp
will be under the lintiest kid in camp
Thanks Zev, you were the best camper ever!!! (Just wanted to continue your tradition)
will still be giving out earmuffs
Hey, that’s weird, you were just my counselor last year
will have a practice and Freddy will be his secretary
How much do you charge?

You guys were awesome, thanks for an amazing summer, see you all next year,
KIT!
Dutchee
917-538-1116
Shuky
732-962-8867
Baruch
347-528-2333
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Shlomo Levitin

Yosef Berger

Co-Counselor
Feivy Safier

If bunk Mem Vov would never have a water fight then . . .
CC Berger Yosef
CC Levitin Sholom
CC Safier Feivy
Adler Yechiel
Braunstein Eliyahu
Ehrman Mordechai
Fireworker Efraim
Florans Dovy
Friedman Ari
Gartenhaus Yehuda
Manela Moshe Dovid
Michaeli Dovid Yaakov
Neuhaus Yossi
Silber Avraham
Silber Azriel
Silber Laivie
Spiegel Yanky
Turkel Yehoshua
Weber Kalman
Yoshi Spira
Shalom Levenson

will still be the only mature counselor in bunk Mem Vov
will still be the 17th camper in the bunk :-)
will still need to be woken up
will still be a “rockstar” at home plate
will still say “I am pitching”
will still be eating multiple bowls of cereal at every meal
will still be the coach of the bunk and still be thinking Feivy is a freak of nature

will still be raving about Camp Shira’s food
will still be on the counselor’s side in water fights
will still be smiling
will still be hanging around his younger brother
will still have the most popular “DJ” as his uncle
will become a NYC judge like his grandfather and wake Feivy every day
will still be giving the best chills
will still be best camp worker
will still join water fights for no reason
will still be reporting about what’s happening in the bunk
will still be climbing everything climbable
will still be his older brother’s identical twin
will still be bunk Mem Vov’s 4th counselor
will still be bunk Mem Vov’s godfather
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Kalmen Friedman

Levi Eisen

Co-Counselor
Ari Lieberman
CC Eisen Levi
CC Friedman Kalman
CC Lieberman Ari
Bergman Shuie
Berkowitz Yehuda
Friedman Avrohom
Galinsky Avi
Hager Chaim Noach
Hecht Ari
Hirsch Shloimy
Janklowicz Yisrolie
Kelman Chaim Dovid
Klein Shloimy
Moller Raphael
Schlosser Nachmi
Stefansky Yehuda Leib
Taub Eli

In 20 years from now. . .
will finally smile
will always show up to activities
will still be sleeping through 1st activity
will still be showing “Berkowitz” around
will still be together with Shuie Bergman
will finally find the bunk
will still be swimming
will still be in bunk Mem Zayin
will still be best friends with Shloimy Klein
will still never plat sports against Mem Vov
will still be nauseous
will still be davening
will stop trying to beat up his counselor
will still be a fan of all the teams
will still be catching frogs
will still be borrowing Kalmen’s Phone
will learn to find the pool by himself
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Tzvi Caplan

Paysach Levitt

Co-Counselor
Zalman Krasnow

If bunk Mem Ches was in Sleepaway camp then. . .
CC Caplan Tzvi
CC Krasnow Zalman
CC Levitt Paysach
Bernstein Ari
Cagan Avi
Grossman Yitzchak
Hellman Aryeh
Hellman Ruvy
Hersko Yaakov Nechemia
Herz Avrumi
Josowitz Yehuda
Krasner Shua
Liberman Moshe Avraham
Nelkenbaum Yoni
Pearl Yaakov
Stern Nussie
Tarlow Shmuel
Yarmark Pinchas

will still be giving haircuts
would finally fulfill his dream of being a 7th year lifeguard
would still leave camp two weeks early because Yeshiva is in September
would still be wearing Flatbush glasses
would still be collecting
would still be celebrating a Giants superbowl
would realize he had a cousin named Ruvy
would realize he had a cousin named Aryeh
would still hit homeruns with his special bat
would be here every Shabbos
would still send the volleyball to the baseball field
Amen, Amen, Amen
woud become Tzvi’s official assistant
would still be making his food concoctions
would go swimming all day
would realize that AGUDAH’s canteen kicks Munks
would become camp’s official soloist
would go rowing everyday

Davidowitz Dovid
Ungar Zevy

would still be giving out matanos for saying something smart at night
could charge twenty bucks an hour
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Ephraim Slomovics

Mordechai Edelstien

Co-Counselor

Yitzchok Nusbaum

When Slomo’s not 23, Murphy is finally nice, and Nusbaum’s
line isn’t censored then. . .
CC Edelstein Mordechai
CC Nusbaum Yitzchok
CC Slomovics Ephraim
Bakst Levi
Davidovici Avi
Ganger Yosef Yaakov
Gellis Naftoli
Glanzman Tzviki
Glanzman Zevy
Gray Dovid
Kraus Chaim
Leshkowitz Naftuli
Scheiner Yehoshua
Schonbrun Yossi
Shoob Yaakov
Taub Moti
Webster Menachem
Zelcer Avraham Nechemia

wont be referred to as Murphy
finally wont be sleeping
won’t have 25 campers asking R’ Magic to be in his bunk
will start like volleyball
will stop smiling and being awesome
will really be a sleep-away camper (video)
will stop playing baseball and basketball all day
will forget how to catch big frogs
will still be wearing Slomo’s caps
will have swimming for two activities
will stop being nice and giving in to everybody
will be a sleep-away camper for both halves and root for the NY Mets
will have his glasses for a full week
will still be rolling Murfy’s Teffilin
will be in bunk Mem Tes for a full summer
won’t have matching shirts to his brother
will make it to the baseball, basketball, volleyball, and punchball teams.
will write A(vraham) N(echemia) and not AB on his Agudah shirt

Avi Schilit

will stop worrying/trying to make all the parents happy with the DC bus
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Moshe Katz

Mookie Neuman

Co-Counselor
Avraham Lankry

When the jets win the super bowl next year
____ will. . .
CC Katz Moshe
CC Lankry Avraham
CC Neumann Menachem M.
Bistricer Eli
Enock Aryeh
Enock Shadow
Gertz Ozer Pinchos
Gottesman Chaim
Katz Altie
Kohn Avraham
Levitin Pinchas
Markowitz Yitzchak
Muller Yossie
Neuhoff Reuven
Parnes Meir Aryeh
Pincus Yitzi
Scheiner Moshe
Weiss Chesky
Worcman Nechemia
Yehudah Kramer
Yoshy spira

will get his back tanned and will actually have a normal boat trip
oohhh yaahhhhh!! DR 24 ur awesome 2 work with
will move to his vacation ranch in mexico
will move to Lakewood and go jets skiing in the camp lake and get a manicure
will drive around in his Rolls Royce
will take off his white shirt, shtieg away in yeshiva
will be on the same team as yitzy
will never leave the day camp
will not be a celtics fan because he’s not from Boston
will give me a heads up on the life of a bistricer
will be in his brother’s bunk
will get the game winning dunk
will join the hatzolah of Lakewood say hi to pinny
will join whisky’s bike team because of his uncle
will switch from patriots to giants to finally the jets,
will have the answer to all his questions, just kidding
will still be laughing with me on the volleyball court, your awesome
will still have the best two counselors ever summer
will make the activities that we play against a different bunk
u rock shtieg away in Lakewood we will see you there!
right sooo……your awesome thanks for waking us up every
morning shteig in israel we miss u…can’t wait to see your golden hairs again…
To shmez, mier, moshe, mordy, koff, levi, yumi, yitzy, pesach, baruch, chaim, dovid, betzalel, shmueli, simcha zelig,
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August 11 - first ever Motzei Shabbos basketball vs. Romimu tied 80-80
in double overtime
72

August 12- Helicopter lands during learning groups
The Chicago Boys perform at night helped by Avi Schilit, Mosie, and Kal
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Well, we gave it our best and came in 2nd place! This is pretty impressive considering
the staff volleyball team that Flatbush had. But you can’t win them all, so I guess 2 out of 3
years for NYS is a nice accomplishment. There are so many people who made this neighborhood day a great time for young and old alike. I’m sorry in advance if I left you out, it was
not intentional it just means I lost the sheet of the names of the staff J
First of all I would like to thank the Head Staff for giving me this opportunity to be a
General. I had a greta time and enjoyed every minute of it. A special thank you goes to my
Counselor and more importantly my friend R’ Eliyahu Kaufman for taking care of the whole day
and always being there for me when I need to voice my opinion.
Next I would like to thank my fellow generals Y.M. Schonbrun and Aryeh Brecher. Over
the years our ge group kept getting smaller and smaller, yet we stuck in there year after year,
making each summer better than the next. I had a great time in the Lodge this Summer, and
I hope we continue sharing good times together.
Congrats to winning general Aryeh, you deserve every part of this victory. I thank you
for being my partner in crime both in Camp and in Yeshivah. Enjoy L.A. second half, though
I’m really gonna miss you L
To the great staff of NYS, thanks for all your help both big and small, everyone did
their part to make this a total team effort. First off thank you to Shlomo Fixler – the driving
force behind everything NYS. It was just assumed that every time something needed to be
taken care of, it would be you to take care of it. Songwriting, skits, activities, the list goes
on and on, I could never have done it without you.
To the amazing songwriting Chaburah of Aharanoff, Bienenstock, M. Glicher, Richmond,
Wiederman, Z. Krasnow, and Y. Kramer, I hope you had as much fun as I did writing the
song. It was really enjoyable and just remember you were part of the last REAL cheer song in
Camp Agudah history.
I would like to thank the volleyball team but I don’t remember who played because we
weren’t on the court for too long!!
Now time to thank the “biggest losers”, Widerman, Beinhorn, and Gelfand. You guys
were fantastic, great rookie debut, by Mechinsky once we are mentioning the subordinates I
would like to thank the senior league dodgeball teamthe highlight of USA day. You guys are
great both on and off the court. Hope you all join us staff-members next year. Signing off
until then . . . .
General Ari
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And the winner was FLATBUSH!!!! YAY!!! As Eliyahu Kaufman said so beautifully, USA
Day is just a long night activity. Let me tell you, it was one fun night activity. Every single
person on the team of Flatbush was great and apologize in case I leave someone’s name out.
Firstly, I have to thank my awesome opponents Ari Krasnow and Y.M. Schonbrun. It was a lot
of fun going up against you guys, and you guys really put up a good fight. But at the end of
the day, the better ones always win J. I would also like to thank R’ Elya and Mosey for making such a great day. I mean that breakout was just too original.
The beginning of the day started with sports and I really owe Pesach Diamond a huge
amount of credit. He organized each game, and really went out of his way to help the greater
cause, Todah. I would also like to thank all the many staff members who coached games, the
wins really helped us.
Next came team time and songs. Chaim Fogel, you really wiped the floor with that
song. Twass really gxs!! I’ve never seen someone with such musical talent as yourself. It was
a really awesome song and thanks tons for all the time it took to compose.
After lunch came the new and amazing senior leagues crossfire. Thanks a million Yitzy
Stern for getting the 12 kids to play, I know it was a pain so thx tons. Also, I would like to
give thanks to the kids who played dodge ball and helped us come in 2nd place, so close to
first!
After that came Volleyball! Epic Domination! Gross at center was towering over the place
and Y. Stern and Mexico person helped out on front line. Then 2nd line was C. Fogel, the
Tepper, and none other than myself. Back line was Ely, Jacobs, Mookie, and Becker. I think
volleyball definitely clinched USA Day for us. Thx tons everyone.
After volleyball came the skits. Chezky Berman is really owed a lot of credit for driving
down to Rayim to pick up the skit. And thx also to Mookie Newman for being the dad-in-law.
Last but not least, I would like to thank the team of Flatbush for putting up such a
fight and coming out on top!
Till next time,
General Bresh
C Ya in LA!!
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WOW!!! What an awesome fun and psyching Neighborhood Day! Ya I know,
“technically we lost” but we definitely had the best, most rocking song, funniest skit,
best staff, and of course the most awesome campers!!
Before I start thanking people, I want to ask Mechila in advance if I left anybody
out; I never wrote one of these before and I’m bombed tiered. First off, I want to thank
the head staff, especially R’ Elyah and Mozey for convincing and offering this great opportunity it was awesome. I would like to thank my two other opposing generals Ari and
Aryeh it was awesome being general with you guys.
Tuli and Chanoch seriously the skits, song, volleyball, I don’t know what I could
have done without you thank you so so so much!!
Thank you Shuey Krasnow for leading the song helping with the skit you really
stepped it up and did an awesome job. Thank you Y.A. Brecher for taking a game
helping with the skits and volleyball. Thank you so much Nati for taking a game and
playing volleyball, I know it was so hard for you. Thank you P. Levitt/Batman you were
awesome. Yaakov Lax thanks for the volleyball skit and everything else. I would like to
give a shout out to Shuey Weintraub Izzy and Hoff, don’t say I forgot about you. Thank
you to Ambe, Gross, Karman, Kraus, Rosenberg, Ribowsky, Schwartz, Turkel, Weinberger,
Unger, and Schlosser for taking a game and helping with what needed to be done!
Thank you for an awesome first half and to bunk Yud Gimmel you guys are the
best, KIT!
General Schoenbrun/chai/mordy
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August 13- first day color war, Generals Eli and Fix first ever home run
derby; skits: Me normal! Buddy I’m Blind
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AAAAAAANNNNNNNDDDD THE WINNER IS ORANGE!!!!!!!!! WOW! WOW! WOW! WOW! & WOW!
That was one Amazing, Pumping, & Amazing OAR!!! I can hardly believe that it’s already over!!! First
& foremost I would like to thank Hash-m for everything that I was helped with to accomplish until
now. Before I start, I want to say that I could not have found a better or more geshmake opponent
than opposing General Chaim Aharon Gross. Even though Orange won, you still put up an unbelievable fight. You’re a great guy, and it was a great opportunity to go up against such a worthy opponent as yourself; May Hashem grant you Hatzlacha in everything you do. I just want to thank everyone in camp (especially the entire AWESOME, & PUMPING Orange team & also to Camp Chof Daled
& ALSO TO THE AWESOME & GESHMAKE ENTIRE NINTH GRADE!)!!! Like I said last year-all the people who felt that they aren’t worth any mention in this article I’m letting you know now that you
guys (including unattached staff, counselors, campers…) and really you’re all awesome and please
take this as a personal thank you from me to you! Thank you! Next I would like to extend my
gratitude to the amazing head staff (including Chanoch, the waiters, Rabbi Simcha Kaufman & “the
panel/ team”)for an amazing first half (& back-up)!!! Also, I would like to express a big hakoras hatov to all the amazing guys that helped out with everything starting with my amazing Lt. General: Avi
Heineman!!! :)!!! You are one amazing person that definitely has by far a lot of patience!!! Thank you
for practically running the show!!! Without you, it would have been very challenging. Thank you!!!Also,
you and Aaron Lowenthal did an amazing, & phenomenal job with the Torah Bowl!!! Thank you!!!
Furthermore, a huge thanks goes to Chaim Fogel & Aaron Schilit on an amazing job with the
songs!!!!! They were a huge HIT!!! All the hard work (& late/early hours) paid off!!!!! Thank You!!! &
also I would like to thank, hey, Liberman give me back the computer & get outta here! I said leave
me alone already! Trust me, I’ll finish this article within the next FOUR YEARS! NOW GET OUT!!!
Phew! That took care of that. Now where was I up too? Oh yeah right. I wanted to thank Shlomo
Fixler for an amazing job well done in getting people to take activities (thank you all for your help
with the activities)!!!! To all the psyche clan you guys helped out a lot with the pumping up! Thank
you! Last but definitely not least, all of the amazing actors in the skits, pantomime, & play! You
guys were all AWESOME ACTORS!!!!(Sorry the list is too long to remember yet, you guys were AWESOME!!!) A special shout-out to Chanoch & Meir Glicher, Shlomo Fixler, & Aryeh Brecher for making
the skits, pantomime, & play happen! Thank you!!! They were hilarious, serious and some parts of
the skits were even cute. To all the actors involved in the skits…play you guys did a phenomenal
job that it was better than excellent! It was AWESOME! YOU GUYS WERE GREAT! BTW, D.
Davidowitz I just wanted to know how the sock tasted (just out of curiosity of course)? (Btw AWESOME JOB ON THE BANNER/THEME SPEECH!!!) Furthermore, Shuey Parnes I must say that WOW do
you have talent at drawing the banner! IT WAS AWESOME! (thank you Shia Leshkowitz-lol!)I am currently munching an apple while Liberman (who for odd reason came back)
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is nagging to finish the article so he could go to sleep GO ELMO!!! (Chesky – you with your crazy
songs) LALA, LALA…..Yechiel’s Here, LALA…. I keep it real!!!! WAHOOOO!!!BTW Eli Serebrowski does NOT
have bacitracin. Why in the world do I have to here everyone’s two senses (which, mind you, is making
absolutely no sense) over the radio in the office! It’s now 2:47 why can’t people agree to stay up another two hours in order to make a neitz minyan! The chutzpah these days! Now I have Ribowsky playing psychologist with me! Someone help!!!! No I don’t want to take that medication and no I don’t NEED
THAT OTHER ONE EITHER! OMG! LEAVE ME ALONE ALREADY!!!WHAT IN THE WORLD IS GOING ON HERE
CAN’T I GET SOME PEACE AND QUIET! This guy throwing me an OWWW! I told you I wouldn’t catch
the ball! What’s your issue!?! I know a good psychologist that would be happy to help you! Where in the
world is “buddah’s belly?” I thought he was supposed to zzzzzzzzz, sorry I dozed off in middle, now I’m
so confused I really have no idea where I really left off. Oh great now Moishe just came back! Why
can’t you just join Liberman, & all the others in the other room? OK NOW YOU’RE REALLY GETTING ON
MY NERVES! GET OUT! FINALLY! GUNNER!!! HERE HE GOES AGAIN NOW HE’S BACK & TRYING TO
THREATEN ME WITH A OWWWW! Stop! An OWWW! A KNIFE! WHY DO YOU CARE IF YOU’RE IN MY INGENERAL SHMULLY!?!CAN EVERYONE JUST LEAVE ME ALONE ALREADY! WHY IN THE WORLD DO YOU
WANT TO KNOW IF I GOT A DOLLAR ON ME? ASK MY CAMPERS. PS. I just wanted to add a few more
notes before I end off which reminds me that I HAVE TO CLEAR MY BED OF A BASKETBALL HOOP, an
ORANGE JUMPSUIT, ORANGE CAP, ORANGE SHIRT & SKATEBOARD,( I wonder what my bunk is blowing
up this time with their potato rocket launcher) WHY IN THE WORLD IS EVERYTHING ORANGE!!!! SO COME
ON ORANGE LET’S GET LOUD- CHAOS NOW WITH ORANGE……!!!!BTW JUST TO ADD A FEW MORE
THINGS BEFORE ENDING OFF (in case you didn’t realize yet it’s about 5:05 in the morning & here I am
still bombed out & zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz, sorry dozed off again yet still
writing this Amazing article!) & no Mordy Becker thanks anyway but I don’t want a piece of that greatlooking steak. Guys, you were all awesome & yes even Yaakov Rosenberg for taking care of the cleanup and part of the psyche! THANKS TULLY!!! Once again everyone from camp & especially the orange
team pump it up, have an amazing pumping awesome year & see you all next year in Yerushalayim!!!!!
P.S. If you feel this article is missing some vital parts, then blame it on the early hour it was written in.

Sincerely, Your Awesome General, (fast asleep)

General Yechiel Shimon Aharonof
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WOW!!!! What an amazing time we had! I could never have imagined that we could possibly have such an amazing time
even in defeat. The Achdus that the teams had with each other was tremendous. This was thanks to every set of two campers
that acted with respect to each other throughout the entire course of OAR. I must say that I don’t look at the score with an attitude that we lost 970 to 950 (or whatever it was exactly). I look at those numbers and think we had 950 points worth of fun
and they had 970 points worth of fun. So what they had 20 points more fun than us?? WE still had 950 points worth of fun!!!
I must first thank all those that are going to be forgotten or even those who will be remembered but not for all the things that
they did. These are the contributions and contributors that go unspoken. Thank You!! I want to thank Hashem for giving me this
wonderful opportunity to be part of an event that uplifted so many campers in so many ways. It is no secret that everyone in
camp enjoyed the two days of OAR immensely. This wasn’t just something that occurred on its own or as the result of one person’s action. This was a combined effort. Without the many people that were involved, this never could have happened. Here we
give thanks to these people. I must thank Rabbi’s Neiman, Karfiol, Wolf, Kaufman, Friedman, Kaplan, Schilit, Tepper, Brecher, Glicher.
Thank you for the opportunity to undertake such a rewarding task. I truly felt that we furthered the goal of camp over the course
of OAR. The Staff that were of Such Great help were as follows:
Yechiel- I seriously would not have had a better time doing this with anyone else. Thank you so much for all the great moments
we shared over the two and half days (I just received word that you are also not getting any sleep tonight and refused the steak
as well)!!! I wish this would last a week just for the awesomeness that we had together!!! Yala Yala Yechiel, Yala Yala Yechiel!!!!
Lieutenant General Chesky Berman- Watturberry!!!! You are the man!! That play was epic!! It was something that the campers
identified with immediately. You brought many campers to a point where they felt as if they were in our play. That truly deserves exceptional praise. Thanks also for helping out with the Skits, taking your activity and everything else that you did.
Lieutenant Moshe Gross- You did an amazing job pumping up all the young guys!! Keep it up Moshe I love you so much!!
Tuli Abramczyk- Thank You so much for the amazing songs! Thanks for the beautiful songs in the Play. Thanks for the life lessons (political type) that we learnt together. It was an honor to have a person on the team that embodied our theme in the very
way that he conducted himself throughout the course of OAR.
Nati Gurwitz- Thank You sooooo much for doing the activities!!! It really helped to have you on the team. You are extremely easy
to work with and provided me with the necessary knowledge throughout the sports activities. Thanks so much for the help with the
basketball shootout!
Yaakov Lax- Thanks for the Skits, Psych, PLAY, and everything else. You really made it happen and due to your efforts we were
able to give the campers such a great time. The acting was incredible!
Y. Mordechai Schoenbrun- The skits were great! Thank you so much for accepting your part in the play. You really made a huge
difference in a play that was truly epic. Please don’t under credit yourself for the job that you did. Thanks for taking your activity!!
Binyomin Kahan- Thank you so much for taking the Torah Bowl upon your shoulders. Thank you for taking your activities. The
Torah Bowl went very well overall. Too bad we couldn’t get the upper hand in it. Thanks!!
Tzvi Asher- Thanks Bro!! Thanks for eating the post OAR meal with me. Thanks for the Psych and taking your activities. Thanks
for helping out with the Torah bowl and Races as well. Remember not to lend out your cell phone during daytime hours.
Ari Krasnow- Thanks so much for the songwriting and leading. We really rocked the songs! Thanks for taking your activities! The
acting in the Skits ad Play was great! Thank you so much for each part that you took during OAR!
Yisroel Borchardt- Thank you so much for doing the skits and the play parts that you were involved in. You were really a great
addition to the team. I can assure you that the best of what you did will be remembered far past any mishaps.
Pesach Diamond- Thanks for taking care of the Racing Sheets and for taking your activities!
Yerucham Klein- Thanks for helping with clean up and taking your activities!
Shuey Krasnow- Thanks for the acting during the skits. Thanks for taking your activities!!
Betzalel Schlosser- Thanks so much for your help with the races!! Thank you So much for taking your activities!
Boruch Steinmetz- thanks so much for taking part in everything that went on. Thanks for the acting in the skits and play. Thanks for
taking an activity.
Pesach Levitt- Thanks you so much for your help with the cheer song. Thanks for taking activities and taking part in the play. Thanks
for your part in the basketball shootout!
Betzalel Schlosser- Thanks so much for your help with the races!! Thank you So much for taking your activities!
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Boruch Steinmetz- thanks so much for taking part in everything that went on. Thanks for the acting in the skits and play. And for taking an
activity.
Pesach Levitt- Thanks you so much for your help with the cheer song. Thanks for taking activities and taking part in the play. Thanks for
your part in the basketball shootout!
Aryeh Kamelhar- Thanks for acting in the play and taking an activity!!
At this point I would like to acknowledge and let everyone know that there are many people whom I know by face and/or last and/or first
name but not all three. Please don’t consider my ignorance to mean that you were any lesser in your role. Thanks! (Thanks a million Shimmy
Rosenstock)
Mordechai Edelstein, Ari Barnett, Shalom Levitin, Yehuda Levi, Dovid Milstein, Yitzchok Nusbaum, Ephraim Slomovics, Yosef Turkel, Yaakov Tzur,
Kasriel Zakutinsky, Sasson Gross, Yisroel Meir Goldman, Naftoli Rosenberg, Y. T. Schwartz- Guys thank you so much for taking the activities
that you guys took. It really means a lot to the kids that were playing for you to have been there. Thanks! (Thanks Shimmy Rosenstock)
Shaya Rosner- Thanks so much for taking an activity and being there for the kids on our team!!
Yossi Beinhorn- Thanks for the Skits.
S. Vinitsky- thanks so much for taking your activity and acting in the play!!
Dovid Rosenthal- Thanks for taking an activity and for helping out with the races!!!
Mordy Jacob- Thanks for helping with the Psych and for taking a game! Thanks for the amazing acting in the play!!! We miss you!!
Moshe Tress & Zevi Unger- Thanks sooo much for doing the bed making. Job well done! Thanks also to both of you for taking activities!!!
There are certain people who did things which would make it inappropriate to thank at the top of the list. The reason for this is because one
only begins to think that someone must have been doing an extremely amazing supporting behind-the-scenes job for everyone else to have
been able to do theirs. Such a job is most worthy of thanks.
Zvi Greenspan- The job you did on Props was phenomenal!! I really do appreciate the props guys and the job they do since I was very big in
doing props years and years ago. The job that you did was really (for real, this is not a joke) as good as it could possibly get.
Moshe Hamburger and Yechiel Zolty (and C.A.G.)- Thanks for assisting with the props!!
Moshe Scheff, ?. Gelfand S. Solomon and someone that I am forgetting- Thanks for doing the wake-up! Only 11 campers (out of about 400)
between both teams came late to Shacharis.
Scheff, Gelfand, Ghoori, Sacco, Besser- Thanks for the acting!! Camper acting is something that I have always believed in, and you guys were
stars. Keep it up and you’ll be coming back for jobs!!
Mookie Neumann- Thank you so much for stepping in at the last second to do the lights for us. Real Achdus my friend!!
Michoel Rabinowitz- This is the greatest thanks in the entire In general, other than to Hashem, that I am giving. The banner is beautiful and
hopefully very soon you will be drawing in ourselves to the picture.
Tzvi Frischman, Chaim Aaron Krieger, ?. Rosman, Avigdor Wolf, Elozor Mordechai Frischman and the 6 th and the 7th grader whose names I wish I
remembered- You guys sunk those shots like crazy!! We crushed them in the inaugural basketball shootout. Those half court shots were rocking the crowd guys!!
Thank you (fill your name in here)
- The Psych was fantastic!! You guys looked like you were having a lot of fun too.
Thank you (every single camper must fill their name in here)
- You tried your hardest in your game and you were
a true winner no matter what the final score was. I saw the achdus that you had. Keep it Up!!!
A very big thank you to those campers and staff members involved in General Swim. Thanks for coming through with such a big victory. You
were the ones that gave us the extra boost.
To my Bunk, Bunk Chof Gimmel- Thanks for helping me out with whatever you did. There are too many names to list them all but you guys
were sure a fun group. THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!!!!
To all the campers on the team of Red- You guys are the best!! You played the hardest! Sang the loudest! Cheered the most!! Ran your
fastest!! And had a great time overall. Keep on coming back!!! Have a great year!!
At this point I ask mechila from anyone regarding anything that I may have said, inferred, insinuated or caused to be construed as an improper
remark in this article or at any point during OAR or the rest of the summer. Please forgive me.

General Chaim Aaron Gross
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August 14 -second day color war apache races
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August 15– Grand Bechina, Races. GRAND SING!!!
Blue Team of Az Kanumer wins!
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August 16- “A Night of Song” Abie Rottenberg & Boruch Levine
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Its 3 in the morning I’m bombed, I can barely move. I have just enough koach to pick up my fingers to type. Yet, these people just want to torture me to
write this in general, not that I don’t want to write it, it’s just that I’m typing using one eye at a time. But I’m here already so here it goes. 8 points it was
just 8! I still can’t get over the fact that I won and that I’m 3 for 3. Yup that’s right I am 3 for 3 as general. So let me thank all the people made it happen.
First and foremost, Rabbi Meir Frischman for all the 13 years I’ve been here things were always changing but it still kept the homey feel. Next the most amazing Head Staff in the mountains. Rabbi Neiman thanks for an amazing summer and for all the help throughout the summer and especially during color war. To
R Karfoil, 13 years of fear and fun kept me on my toes thanks for all the great times. Overall thanks to the whole head staff for a stupendous summer and
the chance of a lifetime. Eli, friends are hard to come by, true friends are even harder to come by. You’ve been above and beyond all that. I wouldn’t want to
lose against anyone else (easy to say since I won) but it was just as good as anticipated. Mazel Tov and enjoy the Eretz when you get there.
Tuli – WOW!! The songs went above and beyond but you didn’t stop there. From the speech to knowing I could come to you with any problem and you’d be
there. Thanks so much. You’re the best lieutenant a general could ask for.
Chanoch- From the neck back and beyond your excitement was boundless and contagious. Thanks for the play, it was superb. The march rocked and you get
the reward for most original skit in the last 10 years. Thanks for everything. You’re the best.
Chesky - Thanks for being ready and for all the hard work you did
Ari - things stay funny when you’re around. Your part in the play was ridiculously funny and the skit was out of this world. Thanks for the songs; they had
that extra spunk with your help
Reuven Pearl- From the play to the grand march you were all over the place. Thanks!
(jc) Nati - Thanks for the pump by the grand sing, and for the sports and the races
Yehuda- Your enthusiasm was catchy. From sports to the all nighters doing costumes to the home run derby and the last minute hoola hoop contest. You
were all over the place
Alex - OMG no word ……. I got nothing to say its 4:20 and I took a nap already and I’m still bombed. I don’t know how you lasted on a half hour of sleep
over 2 days. Thanks for running the costumes and the grand march. I owe you one big time
Jack and Mordechai- That was great! You guys worked really really really really really hard. I always saw you doing something for the grand bechina. 2 thumbs
way up.
Chaim K- You are a real talent and you’re only growing as a play writer. It really wouldn’t surprise me if next year you’re writing plays by yourself
Y Kramer - The psych team was great. Thanks for all your hard work.
S Reichman - the head staff told me that the dvar halachos were just what they were looking for. TY.
B Presser – I still can’t get over that speech. You nailed it! Some day Tuli will be able to say he wrote one of your first speeches.
S Krasnow – The races were well organized and thanks for taking the clean up and really taking care of it.
M Rabinowitz, A Stern, Y Levy, Karman, and Goldwag - Thanks for your unending energy. The
costumes were awesome. Oh yeah Dootchy and Pesach also.
C Richmond - You got the job done shorthanded with time to spare. Thanks for the plugging away.
To all the guys who took activities - M Paley, Zack, Presser, Safer, Caplan, P Dimaond, M Katz, Silberberg, Goldstein, Y Abramczyk, D Cywiak, P Levitt, A Goldwag, Y Wanger, K Drillick.
The home run derby teams - Thanks for the huge V.
The skit boys - Bressler and Dootchy
Thanks to all the guys that did the apache race. Shlomo Tepper - thanks a million
Y Teitelbaum - The banner was out of this world amazing. I didn’t think something like that was possible in less than 2 days. Thanks a million! Also thanks
for doing a mural.
To those kids that did the other murals I didn’t get your names but I saw you guys in action. Thanks for the great work on such short notice.
The prop team - You guys were flawless starting from the top - Chanaya Schorr, Shimon Teller, Hillel Gold, Aron Hillel Kohn, and Menachem Grunfeld.
Huge credit to all the play dudes - C Richmond, Brecher, Bressler. Special thanks to our great camper cast - Gurwitz, Koff, Schonbrun, Klerer, Shain, and
Fireworker, you guys were the real Shakespeares.
All the hoola hoop contestants - Thanks loads and tons
To all those that helped in the grand bechina - We salute you.
For the boys and last second staff members in the grand march - Trillions of hugs
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Eli Goldberg. Even though he was in Elis bunk he volunteered and never turned us down to for anything. Eli I
still owe you one.
I hope all those that I left out will be moichel me its now 6 00 so it was definitely an oversight.
To the whole staff I think our talk on the first night really worked out thanks for holding on to any complaints.
To the most awesome amazing stupendous ruckus causing bunk in camp, I had probably my best half ever with you guys it really was great. Please please
please please please keep in touch over the year I mean it if you cant tell.
For all the members of the blue team thanks loads for all that you did.
Hi Tani
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Signing off,
General Fix

So here I am sitting down after the greatest color war/grand sing ever in camp agudahs history, where I am about to start my in general it’s 3:30 am.
First of all I want to thank Meir Frischman for Camp Agudah. Every year camp surpasses its previous year’s amazingness (If that’s a real word) by a far
margin. Thank you Meir we owe everything to u.
Next I’d like to thank the greatest head staff for giving me this opportunity to be general, and thank you for an awesome 8 summers in the greatest camp
on earth.
Chaim - People think that you’ve maxxed out on your song leading abilities, only to see u do it even more impressively the following year. You are legitimately the best camp has ever seen. Thanks Chaim for everything!! JEW!!
The color war/ grand sing would never have happened without our awesome and never-stopping-to-amaze me song writers, Chaim, Aaron Shillit, and Shamai.
I really cannot possibly thank you enough for the greatest songs ever written in Agudahs’ 71 years.
Aryeh - You are a do everything person. You somehow can come up with a play (in 45 min or less), write 2 speeches, and run the show all at once. NOW
YOU’VE GOT TALENT!!!
Chaim Aaron - You are incredible! The amount of hours you put in for costumes, grand march, and EVERYTHING that u did for me is immeasurable. Thanks a
ton.
Yitzy Stern - Thank you for being my last second-quickly-need-something-from-anywhere guy. You were a great Lt. MAZEL TOV SEE YOU AT THE CHASUNA!!
Thanks to all the actors in the play: Aryeh, Eliyahu, Yechiel Aharonoff, Yaakov Lax, Shamai, Yossi Beinhorn, Moshe Koff, Pinny Lamet, Yisroel Mordechai
Schonbrun, Ari Krasnow, Eli Goldberg, Kroizer. Thanks DJ Michaeli for doing the lights.
Thank you to the Lowenthal brothers for your TIRELESS WORK YOU GUYS PUT INTO THE GRAND BECHINA. And thanks to Dovid Golding and Yehuda Veshovsky for all your help as well.
Thank you to Avi Heinaman and Levi Tepper for taking care of the sports. Avi thanks for jumping to help and for doing things for me at any given moment.
And thanks for the coffee. Thanks to all the people who took activities: E. Lankry, S. Whitman, Y. Richter, E. Slomowitz, Y. Aharonoff, Y.M. Schonbrun, DJ
Michaeli, M. Gold, Tress, Y. Gruen, C. Gross, Y. Hamburger, E. Schlosser, Leffel, A. Wielgus, K. Friedman, Flamer, AC Pearlman, M. Glicher, Y. Greenwald, S.
Scherman, Z. Krasnow, M. Becker, S. Bienenstock, Z. Unger, Y. Rand ( and thanks for the halachos and research you put into it, the head staff loved it), L.
Tepper, D. Lowenthal, M. Neuman, D. Golding, M. Koff, A. Weiss, T.A.Gross.
Thanks Chaim Aaron and Boruch Steinmetz for your countless hours on the costumes. They came out AMAZING (and that’s an understatement). Thank you to
TA Gross, AC Pearlman, Levi Tepper, Kalman and Ushi Friedman, DJ Michaeli, Eliyahu Mandel, Yaakov Tzur, Yitzi Hamburger, Leffel, Schuck, Yal Vashovsky, YZ
Goldstein, Lazy, Shragi Drillick, Shmuel Levitin, Dovi Tepfer, and Moshe Krasnow (hi Moshe, “cous”) on all those hours on the costumes. You guys ROCK THE
HOUSE.
Thank you Yaakov Lax, Eliyahu, Yossi Beinhorn, Boruch Steinmetz, Yisroel Mordechai Schonbrun, Meir Glicher, Shamai, and Yochanon Lax for the acting and
coming up with the skits. They came out great!
Thank you Shmulie Bienenstock, Binyomin Steinberg, and everyone else who helped out with the grand march, it was a SMASHING success!! Thanks Shmulie
for the home run derby. Sorry we had to pull you out of bed for it. LOL!
Thank you for the props crew: AC Pearlman, Michael Rabinowitz, Laiby, Kalman, and Ushi Friedman, Yosef Toledano, Eliyahu Mandel, and everyone else, you
guys are UNBELIEVABLY AWESOME!!!
Thank you Yumi for doing the races, we “almost” could have had a chance.
Thank you Pinny Lammit and the psych team, you guys made some serious ruckus by the games.
Thank you Shmulie Lieberman and YAL Veshovsky, Eliezer Frank, Eli Merenstein, Ari Weingarten, Tzvi Lieberman, and 300 CAMPERS for all the balloons and
decorations, they came out GORGEOUS.
Thank you to all the racers in the apache race, WE LITERALLY OWNED THEM! We finished nearly 4 MINUTES AHEAD OF THEM. Thank you to Shurkin and
Pollack for taking care of the race, your efforts really showed!
THANK YOU BUNK LAMED FOR BEING THE WORLDS BEST BUNK!! THE BUNK AND CAR LOOKED TOTALLY AWESOME LAST NIGHT!!
And here’s a shoutout to “bunk bais” (Zevi and the boys).
And thanks for the entire maintenance crew for working tirelessly to set up the dining room and stage!!!
AND THANK YOU TO THE ENTIRE STAFF AND CAMPERS OF THE GREEEN TEAM AND BLUE TEAM FOR MAKING THIS THE GREATEST COLOR WAR EVER!!
Now I ask mechila from anyone I forgot, trust me I didn’t do it on purpose but since it’s now 7:55 am and I have reveille in my ears my head is sort of
spinning.

Signing off,
General Fix
And lastly I’d like to personally invite you to my chasuna which will b’shaa tova umitzlachas be on Sunday Nov. 18th in
Ateres Avraham in Williamsburg.
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By: Rabbi Shimon Finkelman

The incredible Siyum HaShas that was held at MetLife Stadium on 13 Menachem Av/August 1
was arranged and directed by Agudath Israel of America. As Agudath Israel’s summer camp, Camp
Agudah was a full participant in this evening of unforgettable kiddush Hashem and kvod haTorah.
Nine coach buses transported campers and staff to the Siyum, and those who remained in camp participated via a live satellite hookup.
We owe a debt of gratitude to Meir Frischman and his devoted staff for arranging the busing
in their usual professional way, ensuring that every bus would arrive well before the program began.
And we owe them, as well as the Agudath Israel staff, a “Thank you” for providing camp with an excellent live transmission.
No one will ever forget that amazing evening, when close to 100,000 Jews of so many different backgrounds came together in a spirit of true achdus to honor the Torah and express their love of
Torah.
The inspiration began even before the start of the program when Hashem, in His infinite kindness, stopped the rain just moments before the program was scheduled to begin. As the Klausenberger Rebbe shlita said in his address, Klal Yisrael showed its love for Hashem by coming to the Siyum
with raincoats, umbrellas and towels (to wipe off their seats) as the rain was coming down, and
Hashem showed His love for us by stopping the rain.
(A Camp Agudah counselor was in a car with his family on the way to the Siyum at 8 p.m.
when the radio forecaster said, “There’s rain over Connecticut and I’m not sure why it’s not moving.”)
Every part of the program was outstanding; every speech was powerful and carried an important message, every song was beautiful and moving, every video was memorable for its content
and presentation.
The excitement reached its peak when the Lakewood Rosh HaYeshivah, Harav Aryeh Malkiel
Kotler, shlita, recited the hadran, after which Mr. Jay Schottenstein of Columbus, Ohio, recited Kaddish. The massive crowd erupted into joyous song and dancing, with many shedding tears of joy and
ahavas haTorah as they danced. And in Camp Agudah and around the world, Klal Yisrael danced.
Following the dancing, Harav Yissocher Frand, shlita,a Rosh Yeshivah at Yeshivas Ner Yisrael,
delivered a powerful address in which he called upon everyone to use the inspiration to improve his
own limud haTorah. “Come up with a plan!” he demanded of us.
Rabbi Frand was followed by Harav Yitzchok Scheiner, shlita, Rosh HaYeshivah of Yeshivas
Kaminetz in Yerushalayim. Rav Scheiner, building on Rabbi Frand’s address, declared: “I have a plan!”
He called on everyone to learn Daf Yomi “together with all of Klal Yisrael” and to also learn two halachos a day in Sefer Chofetz Chaim.
When Maariv ended well past midnight, the tens of thousands began to leave the stadium,
tired but exhilarated. A policewoman was seen making notations on a paper as the crowd left. She
explained to someone, “No one ever said ‘Thank you’ to me before. Tonight, I’m marking down how
many times I’m being told ‘Thank you.’ ”
A security officer remarked the next morning, “I’m a Catholic, but after what I saw at the stadium, I was unable to sleep the entire night.”
May we continue to be mekadesh Shem Shamayim, and may our feelings of ahavas Hashem,
ahavas haTorah and ahavas Yisrael that we felt on that great night remain with us forever.
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A letter received by Meir from a staff member who viewed the Siyum Hashas via Camp’s live hook-up.
The audience that I sat among, audibly gasped as the camera swept back and gave us an aerial view of the completely filled Met-Life stadium. When have I ever seen so many Yidden together? Some recent Levayos such as Rav
Nosson Tzvi Finkel’s ZT”L and Rav Elyashiv’s ZT”L, had these numbers, but this was different. The Levayos were a
time to consider a life lost and the lessons and inspiration that that life left us: six million kedoshim. To picture the
vastness of Churban Europe, I’d have to fill almost 65 of these stadiums. Here we are seventy years post war and
we’ve rebuilt around 1.5%.
Some people would think this is a demoralizing statement; so little rebuilt in seventy years! It is not so at
all! Do you know what it is? It is the most empowering, motivating and inspiring thought to consider. These numbers present a personal challenge and yes, a dare to each one of us zocheh to be alive in this generation of rebuilding. These number ask me, “What are you doing to make your place here significant? You are one of the lucky few
to whom HKB”H charged the task of rebuilding.”
Vaani Teffillah that I be worthy of this special place in our people’s history.
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From the desk of Rabbi Mosey Kaplan
I sit here, in front of a computer, trying to type a yearbook article, and all
these memories keep flowing through my brain. Kokosh…pizza…B-B-Q…Kokosh. I
push these thoughts away and try to focus again on the article. The summer is
normally a time of relaxation, a time to enjoy a vacation in a stress-free
environment. Yeah, right! Not in Camp Agudah! Here, we have non-stop action and
excitement, from when we walk into the gates the first day of camp and feel the
Ruach blowing on us, until the bus pulls out on the last day of camp, and we settle
in to our seats to read the yearbook. This summer was an amazing experience, with
ruchniyus and fun, and geshmak, and friends, and a little dash of sleep, rolled into a
big mushball and swallowed whole.
Who can forget Color War! Of course you can’t, it was the end of camp. But
do you remember the Guess Who game? What about Chuck Fields, and Loshon
Hora, Dude? What about free soda at Lake Compounce? Do you remember Avi
Schilit and Rabbi Wolf having an egg-on-a-spoon race? What about the 8th grade
Steal the Salami? What about all the assorted games against other camps, here and
there? These and many other memories will stay with us, reminding us of the summer of ’12 and also of all the other times we did those things.
I would like to thank everyone, and you know who you are. And acharon
acharon chaviv, I would like to thank the Aibishter for everything he does for me,
my family, and everyone else. That’s all the thanks I have. If I left anyone out,
please fill in your name here ________________________. I would like to give an
honorable mention to Rabbis Karfiol, Neiman, Wolf, Schilit, E. Kaufman, A. M. Kaufman, Dabbah, S. H. Friedman, Herbstman, Bald, Feuer, Nusbaum, Schwebel (and
Schwebel), and Mr. Meir Frischman. And don’t forget Mrs. Lankry, and Resnick. And
the waitering and kitchen and maintenance staff. And my roommates Shimshy,
Shlomo, Kal, Aryeh, and Zev Nosson. And all the other learning rebbeim, and counselors, and staff members, and campers, and the fish in the pond. I hate long goodbyes, so see you all next year in Camp Agudah, Ruach Country, Yerushalayim.

Mosey
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Camp Agudah
Leagues 2012

Trip 1
Leagues standings:

Just walk around by activities and you’ll probably feel it. The
intensity and stiff competition displayed in the league games was just
something else. From coaches to campers of all age groups, the 2012
season was a highlight. So many games had dramatic endings or fabulous
plays that the leagues literally became “The talk on the block”. The senior league post-game roundups by lunch also added to the hype and psych
the players deserved. The first half world series proved how great of a
season we had with spectators lining the fields to watch what turned out
to be one of the most dramatic world series ever. Much thanks to our very
own Rabbi Karfiol for arranging all the games and packing in as many
games into the season as he possibly could just to make it more thrilling.
A.M.K. made sure our campers would give it ALL they had by offering
Camp Agudah sports tickets. Many kudos to the campers and refs who
did so much to make the season a success. Of course we congratulate the
first half champions [in grade order]: “Ahranoff’s”, “Fixler’s”, “Gold’s”,
“Diamond’s”, and the “Bienenstock’s”. [As we go to the press we’re eagerly awaiting th e second half results.] The biggest round of applause
goes to the player’s themselves who were truly the ones that made this
season the smashing success that it was. As you rest up over the winter
don’t forget to practice every so often and we’re looking forward to having you back for the “2013 Season.”
REB ELYA

Out! No he’s safe!
Foul! No it’s not!
He carried! It hit the net!
These are the remarks that we refs have to deal with daily (B”H for Shabbos!). In the history of sports, I don’t think there ever was a game without
complaints.
You’re right he traveled but how in the world was I supposed to notice
amidst the three kids rushing towards him that he traveled. Let’s see you
concentrate on two players’ entire body and ball without diverting your
concentration once. You know it won’t be the end of the world if he carried.
If only I can just sit back and enjoy the game, well, one day you will Iy”h be
a counselor and know what it’s like. I hope you enjoyed your leagues this
year.
All the best
Your Ref.
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4th & 5th grades
Bienenstock 5-1
Krasnow
4-1
Kresh/Levi
1-5
Hoch/Kahn 1-4
6th Grade
Glicher
Klein
Schlosser
Gross
Diamond
Becker

7-2
4-5
3-5-1
2-7
6-2-1
4-5

7th Grade
Bronstein
Fogel
Gold
Gurwitz
Schilit

3-5
4-4
6-2
1-6
4-3

8th Grade
Schoenbrun
Waldman
Brecher
Fix
Greisman
Berman
Krasnow
Rosner
Heineman
Rosenberg

10-2
5-7
4-8
9-3
6-6
8-4
5-7
6-6
1-11
6-6

9th Grade
Glicher
Mendelson
Jacobs
Gross
Ahronoff
Goldman

6-3-2
5-5
8-3
7-1-2
1-8-2
1-8-2

Camp Agudah Leagues 2012
Trip 2

2-3
3-2
2-3
2-3
1-4
1-4
3-2
4-1
2-3
3-2

8th Grade
Krasnow
Ahranoff
Abramczyk
Schoenbrun
Walzman
Rosner
M. Gold
Tress
Berman
M. Klein

6-5
6-4-1
6-5
5-6
3-8
7-4
7-3-1
3-8
2-9
9-2

7th Grade
Bressler
Silberberg
Lankry
Lax
Rabinowitz/Cywiak
Shamai
Fogel
Schilit

2-4-1
2-5-1
6-1-1
6-2
5-3
0-7
6-2
3-5

9th Grade
Eisenstein
Fix
Glicher
Bohensky
Brecher
Knobel
Gross
Fogel

9-3
6-5
7-4
4-8
10-2
4-8
4-8
3-9

Nati
Gold

Unfinished Games
Unfinished Games

6th Grade
Wein
Lowenthal
Weeds/Glicher
Rosenberg
Unger/ Reichman
Rand/Herbstman
Diamond/Tepper
Shuk/Kramer
Koff
Lamet/Levy
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Head Staff Last Will & Testament
Rabbi Karfiol
Rabbi Feuer
Rabbi Wolf
Rabbi Neiman
Avi Schilit
Rabbi Mosey Caplan
Rabbi Dabbah
Rabbi Friedman
Reb Elya
Reb Herby
Rabbi Pearl
Shimshy Brecher
Shlomo Tepper
Rabbi Majeski
Rabbi Shapiro
Rabbi A.M.K.
Rabbi Bald
Rabbi Nussbaum

To always be a Ruach Country boy (kooved)
Fartoogs for staff
More clapping
To chill with Reb Hardy
To wear colored shirts again
To be in camp more
Shoprite & Junior Minyan
To video the next Siyum HaShas
More cole slaw
A winning B-Ball team
A better bungalow
Less “campers”
A seat belt
Day camp bunk houses
More day campers
Higher Prices
Quiet on Shabbos
More lanyard
Points to ponder

He’s the . . .

1. Why are there bathrooms in the shower house?

Rabbi that’s always there for the campers,
And always there for the counselors too,
Between getting us special activities, and always
Being by our side,
It is amazing what he has done for us.
Doing everything he can to help,
Always having a kind word for everybody,
Both campers and counselors agree, that
Being in his division was the best thing,
And we hope to keep in touch,
Happily keeping the kesher we’ve built over the
summer

2. Why is there a shower house?
3. Why do we eat Milchigs during the nine days if we’re
making a Siyum anyway?
4. Why is there a guard booth by the gate if the guards sit
outside anyway?
5. Why don’t we have real breakouts for OAR and Color
War?
6. Why does Mrs. Lankry make Quiche?
7. Why do we have a Menahel this year?
8. Why am I writing this article?
9. Why do we care how much time is left to the Erev
Shabbos Flower Club?
10. Why can’t we have apple turnovers for snacks every
Shabbos?
11. Why doesn’t the scoreboard ever work?

-- The 4th & 5th Grade --

12. Why are there dugouts by the baseball field?
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By: A Junior Lodge Counselor

When I’m lying in bed Shabbos afternoon 5 minutes after the question answer session (thank you Rabbi Feuer it was AMAZING!) out of my cubicle window I hear the beautiful
and uplifting sound of kids screaming. I think to myself, why these kids don’t just be quiet
already. Then all of a sudden the noise stopped and a new noise started. “Run, Run, Run”.
Then I heard Rabbi Karfiol coming. It was time for Oneg Shabbos groups. We all remember
when we were campers not wanting to go, but as I look back it wasn’t all that bad, it was actually quite enjoyable. In 4th grade we had the humorous Meir Eisig, telling us about pickle
juice and Cholent in 5th Grade Reb Elya Kaufman told us an uplifting story that took a full half
to complete. In 6th grade we had Reb Yisroel Meir Kaufman with a similar approach and the
exact humor. In 7th grade we had another brother Rabbi Avrohom Moshe Kaufman, with an
occasional guest appearance by Rabbi Dr. Kal. Last but not least in the senior leagues we had
stories of our Gedolim from our Rebbe, Rabbi Finkelman. Oneg Shabbos groups always
ended with Mrs. Lankry’s snacks. Yet as I lie here in bed I realize that as much as it is Oneg
Shabbos of stories for the campers. It is more of an Oneg Shabbos of silence for the staff.

By: Someone who spent way to much time by the lake
this summer
Seaweed. It’s green. It’s slimy. And it was in the lake this summer.
“Okay, everyone, the first rule is no flipping. The second rule is stay away from the sides
of the lake because you’ll get stuck in the… Hey! I said NO FLIPPING!” Splash! That’s one camper in the lake.
Luckily, his fall is cushioned by a nice soft patch of seaweed. But instead of being grateful, he yells,
“Aaaaaaaaah! Help! What is this stuff? It’s got me! Help!
Okay, here comes the lifeguard on a surfbike to help …Oh no, now
he’s stuck! Wait …here comes the Seaweed Cleanup crew, led by Iggy. (The
SCC was responsible for the diminishing amount of seaweed in the lake this
summer, and for the pile of seaweed left on the wall of the bumper boats.)
The seaweed is removed and another tragedy is avoided.
In conclusion, I would like you to know that seaweed is actually a
plant and is edible. Seaweed is not that green. It’s not that slimy. And it might just taste good for lunch.
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Senior Citizens Hill
By: Moshe Stefansky, Shea Leshkowitz, Aaron Katzenstein
Camp Agudah Staff, Campers, Seniors and friendly neighbors Breslov, Veretzky, etc.) alike enjoyed the new addition to
camp, known as Senior Hill. Now, Senior Hill isn’t really a hill; it’s more like a stretch of uneven terrain with a few bunkhouses
scattered on it, like the extra chunk inside extra chunky peanut butter.
You’re most probably wondering why it’s new to camp, being that it’s been around just as long as the rest of the camp.
The truth is, you’re right. It was always on camp grounds and was always called senior hill (I think)), until recently, when it was
changed to “Clisivos Hill” ([HUH?!!] I would explain it to you, but I don’t have crayons). But then they switched locations (Nesivos
to…., and Clifton to…. Well,……who knows?), it went back to being called good old Senior Hill. Actually, the full name is The Good
Old Senior Citizen Poolside Hill Resort & Chilling center (as quoted by Rabbi Eliyahu Kaufman Shlita). In short, it’s basically a senior citizen center for teenagers who consider themselves too old to partake in the physical activities that the center provides.
But there is a pretty amount of benefits on the Hill. They have a Shul, pool, two volleyball courts, and a shower house
with double-curtained showers with lots of creepy-crawly insects (to accompany you in case you’re in the mood of a song [see
Yossi Beinhon for details]). The Shul is known to most as Beis Ralph, one year it was replaced with Bais Ralph HaYoshon which
was an extended gazebo for the really senior citizens (A.K.A. the 9th graders). The chief chaplain, Rabbi (Big Bad) Wolf (see Meir
Anton for details), however, says that it’s really called Beis Wolf, and Beis Ralph is really just a nickname.
The (officially) heated pool is another great benefit of the Hill. It’s got a shallow for playing pool-basketball and volleyball, and plenty of chairs to chill some more on and best of all it’s local, so you don’t have to exert too much energy before starting physical pool therapy. The volleyball sandboxes are mainly occupied by those in the mood of a game, and the actual hill itself
is used for Frisbee catches with Frisbees that camp provided, and games of Hit-the-soccer-ball-with-a-bat (A.K.A. homerun derby
in which the champions are Miami Gross and Crazy Krasnow, who gain fame for their hits over the Beis (Big Bad) Wolf, the paddleball court, (almost never used for paddleball), is our home-field (or court) for the activity we favor most, because you don’t
need to stand to play, which is shuffleboard. The center holds shuffle-board tournaments every once in a blue moon, and it’s
something we always look forward to (number two on this list after nap time).
There’s a grocery store where the seniors can buy top-quality products, like soft ice cream and undercooked Frenchfries, etc. etc. The things the citizens have to bring themselves are the chairs on the porches. They schmooze away about their
grandchildren, the Yanks, food, the Yanks, the Brooklyn Dodgers, and the Mets come in a bit. They rarely get any entertainment,
these seniors. However, the brains behind this outfit brought in a traveling team of international comedians (Mexicans and Russians) to crack us up (literally).
At night, they shower and get into bed as quickly as possible, or else they get busted by the SWAT team, who came
around with shotguns. (The SWAT team consists of Rabbi Wolf, Rabbi Karfiol, Rabbi Neiman, and Herby , but he really doesn’t
carry around a shotgun. He just makes everyone listening to Rabbi Wolf and gets into bed.) By meals we get unlimited amount of
apple sauce, just kidding, Mrs. Lankry, your food is the best!! And “free” soda from our soda machines. On the side we do have
some Davening with colored shirts and “NO” crocs, and somehow the in-house Rebbeim manage to drill some learning into our
heads during learning groups. During our spare time ( and believe me there is plenty of it) we sit on the porches graciously provided by the head staff reading the Hamodia and “CHILLING” (again) on our illegal aluminum fire hazards. To make a long story
short just killing time which is what I’m doing right now just to make some Payday 5 markers, signing off...
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It lurks in the back of everyone’s mind all week long. The anticipation of mouth watering macaroni and delectable hot potatoes helps each camper/staff member rest assured that great
Shabbos Seudos are on their way. To know of these lunches is to know of the
intricate and exquisite dishes produced by one of the top kitchens in the country.
The steaming macaroni is enjoyed with a number of side dishes; lavishly accompanied by a
serving of rich ketchup, articulately arranged amongst a platter of freshly picked bluberries, or accompanied by snow-white sour cream or cottage cheese. The genera accepted custom behind the
preparation of the potato has been to slice the potato into two equal halves at which point the side
dishes are top be added.
The side dishes mainly consist of the addition of a slice of margarine per half-potato, whose
intensified heat causes the margarine to melt, and the addition of white American cheese which
teams with the potato to produce a very effective “potato-grilled cheese”. The customs vary regarding the amount of salt and other spices necessary to complete this most delicious dish.

Dear Hockers, or any future Hockers;
As you may know there isn’t a summer that goes by without hock spreading around Six Flags
Ruach Country. Whether the hock may be legit or just a few random words put together by unknown
people, never the less it will cause hock.
The five top hock questions this summer:
1. Is he engaged?
2. Is breakout really tonight?
3. Why didn’t he come back this year?
4. Did you hear who is coming to camp?
5. Is there a game tonight?
From these top five questions you can truly see what type of hock camp revolves around. SO
never the less the only hock that makes an impact in camp is what effects one from another.
From this article you can see what true hock is, and by reading this hock you’re still not a
Hocker. By the way, how many times does it say hock in this article? (If you know the answer please
see Avi Schilit or A.M.K.)

The Hockers (A counselor and camper)
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WHEREAS, every day of the summer, in the brutal heat, Rolling V’s school bus drivers travel hundreds upon hundreds of miles on everything from dirt paths to multilane highways to deliver our
precious campers to their places of fun and then home again; and
WHEREAS, the breadth and scope of that responsibility is great and the hours are difficult; and
WHEREAS, the position of a school bus driver requires tremendous responsibility; they have to maneuver through traffic regardless of road conditions while maintaining the conduct of the children on
the bus and are looked upon for leadership and life-saving decision-making in the event of an emergency; and
WHEREAS, America’s 480,000 school buses compromise the largest mass transportation fleet in the
country, two and one half the times the size of all other forms of mass transportation – transit, intercity buses, commercial airlines, and rail- combined; and
WHEREAS, Camp Agudah’s area often encompass large geographic areas, necessitating extensive
use of school buses to transport students; and
WHEREAS, school bus drivers deliver their young passengers safely to class and extracurricular
activities in both fair and foul weather; and
WHEREAS, school bus drivers safely transport students from before sunrise until after sunset, making every reasonable effort to maintain their schedules; and
WHEREAS, the National Safety Council has documented the far smaller number of accidents and
fatalities per capita on buses than in automobiles; and
WHEREAS, school bus driver may also be an important aid in the fight against terrorism; they are
able to observe any suspicious activity or people along their bus route and communicate that information to the proper authorities; and
WHEREAS, Camp Agudah’s school bus drivers are dedicated to performing their duties in a safe
and courteous manner; and
BE IT RESOLVED, We wish to thank the Rolling V bus crew for an outstanding rejob, and for the
vital role they play in assuring that campers arrive safely and promptly at their destinations each
day.
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Shabbos Afternoon Learning Torah
What is S.A.L.T.? That’s a question I’ve heard
many guests ask when they see the numerous
signs plastered all over camp. Well, what is
S.A.L.T. after all?
If you’re a part of Camp Agudah you must
know by now. It’s the amazing Shabbos Afternoon
Learning Torah program of Ruach Country. It’s a
jam-packed Masmidim Beis Medrash with a thunderous Kol-Torah, it’s an exciting game with Rabbi
Shmaya Friedman, it’s an eye-opening question
and answer program in Beis Refoel.
This year, besides the scores of campers filing up the seats of the Masmidim Beis
Medrash, two new programs were added to S.A.L.T. Wheel of Fortune, Battleship and
other great Torah based games were lead by Rabbi Friedman each Shabbos in the camp
Shul.
Later in the afternoon in Beis Refoel, campers were able to pose any and all
questions relating to Torah and Hashkafa to a panel of Talmidei Chachomim which included our own rabbis Feuer, Wolf, Karfiol, Pearl, Finkelman, Neiman and featured such
guest Torah luminaries as the Rosh Yeshiva of Philadelphia Yeshiva, Rabbi Shmuel Kamenetsky, Rav Reuven Feinstein, Rav Zevi Trenk, Rav Yisroel Lefkowitz and others.
Of course all throughout the afternoon at every location, SALT FREE treats were
distributed featuring old and new favorites including Mike & Ike’s, Zours, Tingler bars,
Philly swirl bars, Luigi’s Italian Ices and even Mezonos Maven Choc. Danishes.
Of course, at the same time, SALT tickets were given out for even greater prizes
every Shabbos. No one can resist the Og Melech HaBoshon sized popcorn, soda, and
cotton candy! And some lucky campers won free shopping sprees out of the canteen
and mp3 players!!
I’m sure no campers are suffering from high blood pressure from all this SALT!!
All in all, this summer will go down in history as the SALTiest season ever!!
Remember!! SALT can continue into the new year- in your very own shul or even
home. One camper told me, that hew began such a SALT program in his shul in NY!!
I can’t be there to answer your great questions on Shabbos, but you can call me
on Motzaei Shabbos with any good Kashios at 718-414-5925.
Wishing you a “SALTY” sweet new year!!
Kesima Vachasima Tovah!!

Rabbi Menachem Feifer
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From the moment it is announced by
lunch that there will be a BBQ at night,
every camper and staff member jumps into action. Every detail must be strategically planned and well thought out.
The first task is to establish where your bunk wants to have their grill. “By the gazebo next to our
bunk”, “In the forest”, “By the canteen”, “on the roof of the main building”, everyone has their own opinion. After you have successfully blown out your counselor’s ear drum, it is now time for the next step.
The second job is to have your counselor scream at and tackle Avi so that the gazebo you want
belongs to your bunk and not someone else’s. Amazingly, seven bunks want the gazebo which is 3 rd from
the front and 4th from the back, and three counselors begin to debate whether that gazebo is Rabbi Lax’s or
Rabbi Katz’s. After Avi has a headache your counselor emerges from the pack of wolves…uh, I mean counselors with details of which gazebo you got (naturally not the one you wanted.) Now you’re set.
After learning groups you rush back to your bunk, and your counselor leads you to the gazebo
amidst cries of, “it’s so far from the bunk” and “it’s the worst gazebo”. Once you arrive, your counselor
realizes that he forgot to toivel the grills. He bribes one of your bunkmates (by promising to give him the
first frank) to run down to the lake. In the mean time, the counselor asks the remaining campers to search
for flat stones to support the grill (unlike the last time when you burnt up a third of the table). Kids come
back with everything – from tiny pebbles to huge mammoth boulders. Unsatisfied, your counselor asks
your J.C. to find the ideal rocks, and your counselor (finally) starts the fire. After twelve minutes the coals
catch fire, and the food preparation can begin. Your counselor bribes three more campers (by the way:
how many people can get the first hot dog?) to make cuts in the franks to allow them to cook better. Your
counselor is then bombarded by six campers who insist on sticking sticks in the fire so they can roast
marshmallows. After this dispute is settled (each of these campers is convinced that they are getting the
last frank), the top of the grill is placed on the grill. As the franks are being put on the grill, each camper
reserves what they assume to be the best frank (much like choosing which gazebo to take). Four campers
claim one frank and begin to fight over “who called it first”. They agree to settle it outside with a fist fight
(whatever happened to the 21st finger?). Once that frank is ready, a major power struggle ensues and that
frank ends up… on the floor.
After singles are distributed to each camper, the question now becomes who gets doubles first.
“The same order”, “backwards”, and “from the middle” are all the suggestions made. In the end, however,
the louder a camper screams, the faster he gets doubles because the counselor wants that camper to have
something in his mouth so he stops yelling. After doubles, triples, etc. are distributed, a contest between
two campers begins to see who can eat the most franks. It ends up in a tie,
since what’s more, six hot dogs with bunk or ten without? [Magically this
leads to another fist fight.] It’s funny how someone would want to be known
as the “top frank-eater” in a bunk, since all that means is that everyone is
going to stay away from you for the next 5-7 days. Anyways, after the final
franks, onion rings, and soda have been distributed, an alert camper realizes
that the counselor and J.C. didn’t get any food. Oh well!!! After putting out
the fire (yes, of course they got to roast their marshmallows) and bentching,
all the well behaved campers (ahem!) begin to help to clean up. After what
feels like three hours and twenty-two minutes, the gazebo begins to look
semi-clean. You head over to the Shul only to realize that Maariv was over
fifteen minutes ago. I can’t wait for the next grill out!
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For the first time in Camp Agudah history, it was announced that there would be a staff basketball game on a
Motzei Shabbos. Campers and staff members alike changed
into their Agudah T-shirts to cheer on the Ruach Country team led by coach Herby. The music
started, and Shlomo Fixler announced each player on the team as they stepped onto the
court. Mendy Bruckenstein, Moshe Wiederman, Yumi Gruen, Yitzy Stern, C.A.Gross, Yehuda
Gold , Nati Gurwitz, Eli Fogel, and Captain Krasnow. As Camp Romimu got onto the court, the
gym was rocking with “Jump ball-We’re gonna get that!”, and the game was on. After one of
the closest games in Agudah history, the 4th quarter ended with the game TIED at 72. Tensions rising, and everybody holding their breath as we entered
the first overtime in years. In the next few minutes, we saw great
playing from both sides, making it one of the most exciting moments in camp. After some amazing passing and clutch shots,
overtime ended with the score 80-80. By this time, it was very
late, and the senior leaguers were falling asleep. As everyone
knows, we can’t win without our 8th and 9th graders cheering us
on. So it was decided not to have a double overtime, and the
game ended tied at 80. This was the most exciting game in history of Camp Agudah, one that will always be remembered. Looking forward to a rematch
next year!
By: KOPS

Excitement is in the air!!!! People are buzzing about! Torah Vodaas is not the leading yeshiva
in Camp Agudah anymore!!! There is a more Geshmak and overall awesome Yeshiva in camp;
WATERBURY!! Dominating with their very own song; they took camp Agudah to a completely
new level!! Outsiders looked on with amazement, here were yeshiva guys taking on the role
of numerous counselors at once. Counselors came from an awesome Makom Torah,
Shteiging the entire year, and investing hours on end with campers from all different ends.
This was a different “Dargah” of Geshmak; a “Dargah” of complete
“festkeit” while having the highest degree of Yiras Shamayim!!!
Camp is looking forward to embracing an even larger crowd from
this awesome yeshiva in summer 2013 in Yerushalayim!!!
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You know you’re in Camp Agudah when…




















The Shul’s air conditioner is on all day except for Davening!
It takes five minutes for your washing cup to fill up!
There are more campers in the lobby than in the dining room!
Everyone has a walkie-talkie!
You can light a menorah on your food!
There are more politics than in Washington, DC!
Instead of the grass being green and the sky being blue, the grass is brown and the lake is green!
English isn’t the main language spoken!
You can’t walk ten feet without bumping into a gazebo!
You get your laundry back dirtier than when you sent it in!
You leave the shower house in shock!
They may sit you down after Mincha in order to dismiss you!
The gym scoreboard never works by games!
There are more cars in the parking lot than counselors in camp!
The visiting team makes more noise than the home team by basketball games!
The meals go k’halacha – we feed our animals then ourselves!
All you hear about is Waterbury!
The most precious thing in camp is a fish pond!
There is this special Ruach feeling in the air!

I have been asked many times by campers: How many
days off do you have? When I reply one a week or less, I
am usually greeted with laughter. You take off much more
than that they exclaim. And then comes the question that
sends shivers down my spine: what do you do on an off
day anyway? Well, off days are very complicated
and I will attempt to explain it to you campers who wish to know. First you must pick a day. This sounds like it
should be very easy but in fact it is the hardest part of the off day. Usually every counselor wants the same day
off. And so the bickering begins. At the end I always get the day I want because I’m very sneaky but other counselors sometimes walk away feeling very dejected. Now we must decide what to do on the day off. Everytime,
we will make grand plans on how to escape the tyranny of camp and yet we always wind up back here in time to
see our bunks go to sleep. Sometimes a day off actually causes a lot of Ruckus. Sometimes it is even Epic. I vividly
recall stuffing 12 counselors into a small 4 passenger car and going to Wal-Mart. Some may question
the sanity of those in the car. I question the sanity of those in the trunk (I won’t mention names). Try going on an
airplane tour and pretending to hijack the pilot. Actually I don’t recommend this but one counselor tried to do it
anyway. The results were not pretty. And then of course comes the obligatory bowling game in which we don’t
really want to go bowling anyway. And no one wants to go to Fiallakofs pizza for lunch because its too expensive,
so we end up saving 21 cents and having a horrible lunch in some other run down pizza shop. Then its off to WalMart. No one needs anything, we just like to see the parking lot. Wal-Mart has a nice parking lot. Very nice. But
don’t try taking pictures there because its against the law apparently. Some counselors think
they’re Geshmak and sit around staring at nothing the whole day. To end off the day we have to have a barbeque in someone’s bungalow colony. This can get very messy. Really. Especially if someone spills a huge container
of soft drink on your head which did happen once. Now its back to camp. Its harder to get back because now we
have to schlep a huge RC with us. But somehow we manage. So in the end we’re more tired than when we left
and we eagerly await the next off day when we’ll just relax. Seriously.
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By Flappy: THE END, FOR NOW…

Another year! It really passed by fast. It was my seventh year at camp agudah, my 4 th year as
staff. Before my usual kudos, I would like to say a little about myself. I first arrived in the “year of the
tent”. I was a precocious and rather hyperactive little kid, wary of spending time away from home. However Agudah changed that. I became more active more sociable and more compassionate. I had newfound respect and awe for Rebbeim and the torah they had painstakingly try to pass on to me. I went
from being cheered on as a crazy kid with a penchant for chaos, to a budding actor with some quirks. I
made friends and colleagues, some of which I’ve kept in contact with all these years. Our bunk would
grow to become the backbone of camp Agudah. Chaim Fogel, Nati Gurwitz, Yaakov lax, Reuven Pearl and
I were in this bunk, led by Aron Zev Herbstman. I grew up in this camp watching many great people live
their lives alongside my own. I have watched people come and go. I have seen people who worked and
strived without seeking an ounce of credit, therefore I would like to thank those individuals for their
hard work. First to Rabbi Yarmove and Tzvi Liberman; despite constant ribbing of your amazing zeal and
pep you never stop and for that I tip my hat. To every jc, waiter, lifeguard and some bizarre mix of the
last two jobs, I thank you for making my summer another summer worth staying.
To The head staff of Camp Agudah: I know I have never been the most pleasant person and that
has sometimes sent you running for the bottle of aspirin, but I would like to thank you for making it possible for me to run to learning groups five minutes early, to insist on helping someone that needed assistance; to become wise, responsible, mature and to lead through example. This is the wisdom I garnered
from Camp Agudah.
Well, my time is about up , this may be the last time I ever spend summer in a camp , but I
would like to thank a group that has gone unnoticed . THANK YOU CAMPERS OF CAMP AGUDAH, and
May we all be zoche to much happiness!!!!
YOSSI “FLAPPY” BEINHORN
Ps. Thanks to Rabbi Pearl for believing in me.
Pps. Kudos to my best bro Yaakov Lax, for being just that.

O Blue Honda Accord Parked next to junior hill, I thank you . I really do. For without you my day would not be fulfilled. You make me question my daily movement meal
after meal. See after every meal as I stroll up to the hill
passing the fish reservoir and
the luscious green grass. Between the entrance to younger hill and myself. Lie you my
friend , sitting there in your 4 wheel drive , leather seat glory waiting for the day’s journey , while I start to begin mine . But Now starts my quandary: do I go right or do I go
left . To the right is shorter but you leave exactly enough room for one person to
squeeze by and my head is met by a overhanging tree . Now to the left is clear for many
to walk at once BUT its longer to walk around . So u see this is my dillema that I am
faced with everyday and I thank you for this conundrum.
For making everyday an adventure.
Sincerely yours, a Back Scratching Counselor
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Once upon a time many years ago there was hill on the top of camp and it said to its
great director I need a purpose so on that hill a basketball court was built where great games
were played (before there was a gym and outdoor lights) and then time passed and the hill
came back to the great director and said make my purpose greater so they build bunks on it
where many great counselors and campers enjoyed their summers but after many years despite the great times the hill wanted to be more so 2 volley ball courts were added but still
the hill felt something was missing and it wasn't filling its real full potential in camp but the
great director could not figure out a way to do so, so along came the counselors and parked
their cars there and then suddenly the hill said now I feel my full potential is at use and that's
how the senior league parking lot was created
The End
MomaBird
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LANYARD
By: Tzvijay
Lanyard:
1) cord worn around neck:
a cord worn around the neck by military and naval personnel
or by Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts for carrying something such as a whistle or pocketknife.
2) short rope aboard ship:
a cord worn around the neck by military and naval personnel
or by Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts for carrying something such as a whistle or pocketknife.
3) cord for firing cannon:
a cord tied to the breech mechanism of a cannon and used to
fire it.
One definition that is not in my dictionary is plastic cord used to create a variety of
items, usually done as a recreational pastime. However, during 1 st half, lanyard was on everybody’s lips. It began with one camper, R.J. being given lanyard from Crafty’s shack. Immediately thereafter, they were deluged with requests for this amazing item. The addiction reached a
peak on trip day, when right after learning groups, half the camp lined up to receive lanyard to
occupy themselves with on the bus to Lake Chompounce. Hundreds of inches of lanyard, in a
rainbow of colors were handed out in every direction. One camper, when asked what he was
planning on doing with it, answered “ I don’t know, but I want it anyway” Everybody cheered
when our esteemed Asst. Learning Director R’ Nussbaum shlita, revealed himself as an expert
lanyard whiz, and helped out by starting off campers lanyard right, left and center.The fad was
so popular, that even R’ Shmaya Friedman and R’ Mozey Kaplan came running to get some of
the treat. I don’t know about Mozey, but R’ Friedman was too busy
videoing the kids doing the lanyard to do it himself!
WE discovered that:
1
 Most people in camp only know how to do box/barrel
 2. Neon pink and light blue are favorites.
 3. R’ Nussbaum had a not-so-misspent youth
4. Lanyard is fun
I’m too tangled up to write anymore, have a good year!!
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A MESSAGE FROM “CRAFTY”
AND NOW—THREE MINUTES LEFT: THAT’S 180 SECONDS (179, 178,177,176)
A WORD FROM R’ HILLEL “CRAFTY” YARMOVE, DIRECTOR OF CRAFTY-ARTS AND NATURE PROGRAMS
HERE THEY ARE: THE REAL WORDS TO THE BEIS HILLEL CRAFTY ANTHEM!
REFRAIN:

WE ARE MARCHING ON FOR TORAH, HEY! FOR TORAH, HEY! FOR TORAH, HEY! WE ARE
MARCHING ON FOR TORAH, HEY! FOR YIDDISHKEIT TODAY!!!
We have food, the food is good, so let’s eat together, then we’ll bentch together, tzu zein a mensch together!
And when we’re done, we’re number one: that’s cause we’re all together, as we march along! REFRAIN!
We act good, just as we should, so let’s thank together: then we’ll walk together—we’ll even talk together! And when we’re through, we’ll be
good Jews: that’s cause we’re all together as we march along! REFRAIN!
We hike well, that rings a bell, so let’s march together: then we’ll climb together—even have a great time together! And when we’re back, we’ll
all eat snack: that’s cause we’re all together, as we march along! REFRAIN!
We like rockets without sockets, so let’s launch together: then we’ll ignite together, blow rockets out
of sight together! And when we’ve fired, we’ll all be tired: that’s cause we’re all together, as we
march along! REFRAIN!
NOT I, NOT
NEXT YEAR: CAMP AGUDAH IN YERUSHALAYIM, B’EZRAS HASHEM
NOT I, NOT ME, BUT WEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
This has been reprinted by the literature dept. of Beis Hillel Crafty Arts SHACK (headed by Crafty JR.) in
honor of CRAFTY’S 25th year in Agudah. May he be zocheh to many more!

Jello and Keesh
Jello

and Shalosh Seudos; who do these two words belong in the same
sentence? What purpose does it serve to have a quivering mass of gelatin? All I
see are people dissecting, exploring & experimenting. Of course, how could we
forget the food fights? Everyone seems to be trying to find that elusive
secret…what is contained in that pulsating red matter. This leads to another
question. Why is “Quiche” (aka: keesh) included in our dietary requirements is
there any hunger in the world? Is Camp Agudah trying to evoke these
emotions? Maybe there is a less sinister purpose involved. Is it… maybe no-o-o –
maybe its food?!?! That’s the rumor that is going around camp about these two
“foods”. But come on, you can’t believe what you hear these days!
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By: Kops & Bieny

1)

What is ownage?
a. The act of owning an age.
th
b. 9 Grade
c. Chaim Fogel’s pet
d. Junior Lodge®

2)

Where were the Mexicans 2 trip?
a. Chilling with Veretzky
b. Back in Meh-hee- ko
c. By the lake
e. Junior Lodge®

3)

What do staff members do on off-days?
a. Take a break from getting hot water
for noodle soups.
b. They go to Waterbury
c.
Dougies, Dougies, Dougies, Uncle
Mikes, Dougies,
d. Sleep in the back of the Junior Lodge®

4)

Why does everyone sing when R’ Wolf gets up?
a. Koovid
b. I don’t know just, “he just works here”
c. Because he’s the Gadol Hador
d. To call back the campers from the
Junior Lodge®

nd

5)

Why aren’t there skunks in camp this year?
a. They were afraid of the big bad Wolf
b. The day campers caught them
c. Andre took them back to Poland
d. They are under the Junior Lodge®

6)

Why is the laundry delivered this year?
a. I don’t know, but next year it’s getting
folded
b. To hint to AMK that he should deliver
c. Why not?
d. Too hard to shlep to the Junior Lodge®

7)

Why are there so few Rotators 2 trip?
a. Less off-days for Counselors
b. What’s a rotator?
th
c. 9 graders are very Geshmak
d. Junior Lodge® porch can’t fit too many

nd

8)

Why are there Achim guys in Camp?
th
a. To give the 9 graders something to cheer
about
b. To have a band
c. So R’ Elya can discuss sports by meals
d. They heard how good the Junior Lodge®

9)

Why does 5 grade have Shachris in the Canteen?
a. Day Camp has Veretzky
b. Publicity for AMK
c. Because R’ Dabbah is a Rockstar
d. Because they can’t Daven in the Junior
Lodge®

th

10) Why did camp get sugar cereals this year?
a. Shimshy wanted it for the 102 unattached
staff members
b. They taste better
c. It was on sale in ShopRite
d. So the kids can’t sleep in Junior Lodge®
11) Why are there so many Kosher Phones in camp?
a. It was on sale in ShopRite
b. So campers can borrow them all day
th
th
c. 10 & 11 graders didn’t get walkie-talkies
d. So the Junior Lodge® is ringing at night
12) Who is the best guy on the basketball team?
a. Rabbi Herbstman
b. Reuven Pearl & Yaakov Lax
c. What? We have a team?
d. Yumi Gruen, because he sleeps in the Junior
Lodge®
13) Why did Wulliger and Pruz come to camp?
a. To visit their sons
b. Maariv and Melava Malka
c. What? They were here?
d. Came to check out the Junior Lodge®

14) Why were the canteen prices lowered?
a. They weren’t
b. They weren’t
c. They weren’t
d. Cheap night canteen for Junior Lodge®
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15) Why wasn’t there lazy day after Camelbeach?
a. R’ Neiman slept on the bus
b. We aren’t lazy in Camp Agudah
c. The counselors took a lazy day anyway
d. Because the Junior Lodge® was causing
ruckus

22) What happened to muffins on Monday mornings?
a. We got sugar cereal
b. Kal took them to med school
c. Counselors eat them before the campers
come
d. They were stolen by the Junior Lodge® staff

16) Why are there campers in the staff showers?
a. No reason
b. “It’s gonna be very quick”
c. Huh? Those are only for staff?
d. Because it’s next to the junior lodge®

23) Why was carnival Day back on junior hill?
a. It’s closer to Wielgus’ bunk
b. To have a rainy theme
c. No golf-carts in the gym
d. Duh, next to Junior Lodge®!

17) What is Tzvi Liberman’s job in camp?
a. Crafty’s Assistant
b. Yearbook (He didn’t censor this question?)
c. Lanyard Distributor
d. I don’t know but he sleeps in the Junior
Lodge®

24) What is the most popular Yeshiva in Camp Agudah?
a. WATERBURY
b. Darchei
c. Veretzky
d. Yeshiva D’ Junior Lodge®

18) Why isn’t there a bank this year?
a. Ran out of money
b. We forgot how to count down
c. No campers by meals anyways
d. It’s in the Junior Lodge®
19) Who is the biggest Hocker in camp?
a. Chesky Berman
b. Meir Eisig
c. Avi Schilit
d. All Junior Lodge staff
20) Why did the lodge become Junior Lodge®
th
a. 8 grade isn’t nogea this year
b. So campers are closer to the junior minyan
th
c. So 8 grade counselors can get exercise on
the way to Shacharis
d. So we can write “Junior Lodge®” to answer
every census Question

25) Why did camp give out peaches by the Siyum HaShas?
a. They thought it was Shabbos snacks
b. Why not?
c. The inspectors were here
d. It was requested by those in the junior
lodge®

26) Was the Census Censored?
a. Sort of
b. What does Censored mean?
c. Censored
d. NO, the censoring person was putting
the kids in the Junior Lodge® to sleep
27) What does Meir Eisig do in camp?
a. Broadcasts Radio Show live
b. Videos the Grand Sing
c. Speaks about the Peach Tree
d. Says Stories in the Junior Lodge®

21) Why didn’t camp go to Zoom Flume this summer?
a. Overkill (like Yibaneh Hamikdosh)
b. Shimshy’s campers didn’t want to
c. The new boats by the lake are better
d. Because of the Junior Lodge®
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Camp Agudah proudly presents

Featuring the world renowned composer, arranger,
and performer

Abie Rottenberg!!
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the multi-talented singer-composer

Baruch Levine!!!
When: Tonight at 8:30
Where: The Camp Agudah Grand Ballroom
Why: Because We’re from Ruach Country!
Produced by: Rabbi
Yitzy Bald
Special thanks to Rabbi A. C. Young
for the stage design. Thanks to
Shimon Newmark and his staff for
the setup and tremendous effort to
make this whole event happen on
time. Thanks to Joe the Piano Tuner
and Dennis the Sound Guy. Super
thanks to Evan! Extra special thanks
to the amazing Meir Frischman.
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